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Abstract

A fluid-fluid demixing colloid-polymer system provides us with an opportunity to study interfacial phenomena that cannot be observed in molecular systems due to unfavourable length and timescales. We develop such a system compatible with cells of varying dimensions, allowing us to investigate confined interfacial behaviour in real space using Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy.

The degree to which a system is affected by the sedimentation-diffusion gradient is dependent on the ratio of the suspension height to the gravitational length of the colloids. We illustrate that we may control the distance of our interface to the critical point by altering the suspension height, determining the importance of the gravitational field. Furthermore, the timescale on which the sedimentation-diffusion gradient is established is considerably longer than that of initial fluid-fluid demixing. We show that after the formation of the macroscopic interface, the system passes through a series of local mechanical equilibria on the way to achieving full equilibrium. Should the system be of sufficient height, it will pass through the gas-liquid critical point opening up new ways to study critical phenomena.

The time and length scales of the fluid-fluid demixing of our system may be manipulated by altering the density and viscosity of our solvent. We exploit a slowed phase separation process to study the interplay between demixing and wetting phenomena of systems in the vicinity of a single wetting surface, and confined between two parallel plates. We demonstrate that the presence of a surface strongly affects the morphology of phase separation. The growth of the wetting layer is determined by the demixing regime of the system, and may be accelerated by hydrodynamics. The additional restriction by a second surface limits the lengthscale of coarsening domains and may further alter the mechanism of wetting layer growth.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

‘Thus, as we might have supposed, an emulsion is actually a miniature ponderable atmosphere; or, rather, it is an atmosphere of colossal molecules, which are actually visible.’ Perrin, 1916 [1]

The use of colloidal systems as models to investigate the phase behaviour of atomic and molecular systems has brought colloid science to the forefront of statistical mechanical research [2]. Colloidal systems have larger lengthscales and slower timescales than their molecular equivalent, allowing the tracking of individual particles [3] in addition to the observation of macroscopic phenomena [4]. These model systems have already proved extremely useful for example in the study of interface fluctuations [5] and liquid-gas demixing [6,7], where the capillary waves and domain structures are too small and quickly changing for observation in molecular systems. They have also been utilised in the study of crystalline [8,9], glass [10], and gel states [11] and their associated phase behaviour [12–15]. In this thesis we shall only explore fluid-fluid systems and liquid-gas phase behaviour. There are many other examples of molecular phase phenomena that can be studied using a suitable colloidal analogue, for example wetting [16–18] and capillary condensation [19,20]. The colloidal model also offers an opportunity to study fluids in confined geometries [21], where preparation of suitable confining cells for small molecules is extremely difficult due to variations in wall potential caused by even atomic corrugations [22]. Thus, as was noted by Perrin, a colloidal system offers the opportunity to explore the statistical mechanics of fluids using an alternative visible system.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Colloidal systems

In 1827 Robert Brown observed the erratic movements of pollen grains in water - the consequence of random collisions of water molecules with the pollen grain. This phenomenon became known as Brownian motion, where we are able to observe the molecular nature of the solvent through the random motion of the colloidal particles [23, 24]. This movement can be compared to the thermal motion of molecules, but only the Brownian motion of the colloids is visible using light microscopy techniques due to the length scales involved. This behaviour sets the size range for a colloidal particle - it must be small enough that it still displays a significant amount of Brownian motion, but sufficiently large that many of the solvent molecules interact with the colloidal particle simultaneously and the colloid-solvent interaction may be expressed as a macroscopic average [25, 26]. In practice, colloids are generally specified as particles with at least one dimension in the range of around 1 nm to 1 µm [26].

A colloid exhibiting Brownian motion will constantly move with a random zigzagging motion, which will cause diffusion as the particles explore their entire container. Einstein linked the mobility of Brownian particles to a diffusion coefficient [27, 28]:

$$D = \frac{k_B T}{\xi_f} = \frac{k_B T}{6 \pi \eta r}$$

(1.1)

where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the temperature, and $\xi_f$ is the friction factor. The friction factor is determined by the Stokes relation for spherical particles of radius $r$ in a solvent of viscosity $\eta$. The diffusion coefficient of a colloidal particle will be much smaller than that of a molecule due to its large size. The slower dynamics of the colloidal particle, in addition to their size being comparable to the wavelength of visible light makes it easy to observe them using optical microscopy, and ideal for experiment. This was utilised in the celebrated work of Perrin to determine Avogadro’s constant, and his exploration of the sedimentation gradient.
Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic diagram showing colloidal particles and the depletion zone. (b) The phase separated colloid-polymer system. The upper phase is the colloidal gas, the lower phase the colloidal liquid.

1.2 Phase behaviour

The phase behaviour of a system is determined by the interactions between its constituent particles, therefore for the colloidal system to be a useful model, the interaction between two colloids must be comparable to that in a molecular system. The interaction potential between molecules in a simple monatomic liquid separated by distance $r$ can be described by the Lennard-Jones potential:

$$V_{LJ} = 4\epsilon \left[ \left( \frac{\delta}{r} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\delta}{r} \right)^6 \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $\epsilon$ is the depth of the potential well, and $\delta$ is the separation at which $V_{LJ} = 0$. The first term represents a short range repulsion due to the overlap of electronic orbitals, and the second a longer range attraction due to dispersion interactions [29]. The interaction between colloidal particles can be described by the Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek (DLVO) potential [30,31]. The long range attraction is also due to van der Waals interactions, whereas at shorter lengthscales, there is a repulsion due to overlapping electrical double layers [26]. To achieve a fluid-fluid phase separation the depth of the attraction should be of the order of the thermal energy $k_B T$ and the interaction range should be around the colloidal diameter $R_c$. This criterion can be difficult to achieve in experiments, and alterations to the potential are difficult, thus we look for an alternative method of controlling the potential between the colloids in our system.
The addition of a third component to our colloidal dispersion offers us a flexible, tunable method of controlling the interactions between our colloids. To do this, we add polymer coils with radius of gyration \( R_g \) to our colloids (radius \( R_c \)). Surrounding the surface of each of the colloids is an area from which centres of mass of the polymer coils will be entropically excluded, known as the depletion zone. If two colloids move close together and these zones overlap then there is an osmotic imbalance creating an attraction between the colloids (figure 1.1 (a)). This attraction is known as the depletion interaction and was first illustrated by Asakura and Oosawa [32] and later by Vrij [33]. Should the concentrations of each component be sufficient we can induce a phase separation into a colloid-rich polymer-poor ‘liquid’ phase and a polymer-rich colloid-poor ‘gas’ phase (figure 1.1 (b)), comparable to the gas-liquid phase separation found in molecular liquids [4].

The phase behaviour of such a system has been explored in experiment, simulation and theory [8,34–37] and it is found that the phase diagram is dependent on the polymer size ratio \( q = R_g/R_c \). In this work we shall only consider the separation into a colloidal liquid-gas system, however dependent on the value of \( q \), colloidal crystal [38] and more exotic phases are possible [39,40]. The work of Lekkerkerker et al. [38,41] explored the consequences of polymer partitioning between the phases and a treatment known as ‘free volume theory’ has been established. This has led to an accurate prediction of phase diagrams in some cases [8,42,43], however the non-ideality of polymers in real experiments remains challenging (see [44] for a review).

1.3 Interfacial behaviour

Should we allow a phase separating colloid-polymer system to demix and equilibrate into two phases, a sharp interface will be formed. For a molecular system the tension associated with this interface will scale as [45]:

\[
\gamma \sim \frac{\epsilon}{d^2},
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is the depth of the interaction potential and \( d \) is the diameter of the molecules. When we consider our colloid-polymer system, the depth of the potential well is around
$k_B T$ and the particle diameter of the order $10^{-7}$ m. This results in an ‘ultra-low’ interfacial tension on the order of $10^{-8}$ Nm$^{-1}$ for the colloid polymer system, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than that of the air-water interface, which is of the order of $10^{-1}$ Nm$^{-1}$. This has the consequence of altering the time and lengthscales of interfacial fluctuations in several ways.

As predicted by Smoluchowski [46], the surface of an interface shall be rough as thermal motion leads to statistical fluctuations of the local interface position. These ripples are known as capillary waves. The amplitude of these fluctuations, the thermal roughness, is given by [47]:

$$L_T = \sqrt{\frac{k_B T}{\gamma}}.$$  \hfill (1.4)

By moving to a system with an ultralow interfacial tension, the size of the interfacial fluctuations becomes of the order of microns, thus we are able to observe these using optical microscopy [5]. The analysis of these waves allows us to characterise our colloid-polymer system [5,47] obtaining useful interfacial properties, such as a numerical value for the interfacial tension, the characteristic parallel in plane lengthscale of the fluctuations, the capillary length,

$$L_c = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{g \Delta \rho}},$$  \hfill (1.5)

and the typical decay time of the waves, the capillary time:

$$\tau = \frac{L_c \eta}{\gamma},$$  \hfill (1.6)

where $g$ is the Earth’s acceleration due to gravity, $\Delta \rho$ is the density difference between the two phases, and $\eta$ is the sum of the viscosity of each phase.

The ultra-low interfacial tension in our colloid polymer system means that its capillary length is significantly reduced in comparison to its molecular counterpart. As well as characterising the lengthscales of interfacial fluctuations, the capillary length determines the radius of curvature of the meniscus when such an interface is in contact with a wall. It is also crucial in determining the lengthscales of the crossovers between regimes in demixing. The capillary time is significantly increased, which allows us to follow the fluctuations of the interface whilst they still show correlation.
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The ultra-low interfacial tension additionally has the effect of lowering the Reynolds number \((Re)\) in the system, meaning that inertial forces are insignificant. This number quantifies the relative importance of the inertial and viscous forces, and is given by [48]:

\[
Re = \frac{\text{Inertial Forces}}{\text{Viscous Forces}} = \frac{Lu_c\rho}{\eta} = \frac{\gamma L \rho}{\eta^2},
\]  

(1.7)

where \(L\) is a lengthscale, \(\eta\) the viscosity, and the speed at which the interface is moving is proportional to the capillary velocity \(u_c \equiv \gamma/\eta\). The dynamics of our system are dominated by diffusion and viscous hydrodynamics, which has important consequences when we consider the evolution of phase separation morphologies later in this work.

1.4 Scope of thesis

In this thesis we shall study interfacial phenomena in a colloid-polymer system subjected to varying confining geometries and external fields. Creating a model system with suitable interfacial properties to explore such effects can be a challenging process as there are many different criteria to be taken into account. In chapter 2 we shall detail the colloid-polymer mixture studied in this work, and explain the technique of confocal microscopy which we use to obtain real space images of the system. We outline the process to fabricate microfluidic confinement cells, and explain the necessity to create a new colloid-polymer system in an aqueous rather than organic solvent. We shall investigate the phase behaviour of this new system and illustrate that the thermal fluctuations of its interface can be analysed using capillary wave theory.

In chapters 3 and 4 we shall explore the effect of the sedimentation-diffusion gradient on our fluid-fluid interface. The significance of the sedimentation gradient in a colloidal suspension is dependent on the ratio of the suspension height to the gravitational length of the colloids. In chapter 3 we shall demonstrate that the gravitational field may be used to control the distance of the interface to the critical point. Increasing the height of a phase separated colloid-polymer suspension leads to a systematic roughening of the interface as if approaching criticality. In chapter 4 we shall explore the path the system takes to achieve full sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium after the macroscopic interface is formed.
In the following three chapters we shall study the demixing of a colloid-polymer system. Although the phase separation dynamics of colloidal systems are considerably slower than in their molecular counterpart, early-time coarsening regimes may still progress in a matter of seconds. In chapter 5 we shall illustrate that we may slow down the demixing of a colloid-polymer system by increasing the viscosity of the solvent. We shall also demonstrate that by density matching the colloids and the solvent, we can increase the capillary length in the system, and postpone the gravity driven regime. In chapter 6 we exploit our decelerated demixing process to study the phase separation of such a system in the vicinity of a solid wall which is preferentially wet one of the phases. We shall investigate the alteration to the phase separation morphology caused by the competition between the wetting and demixing processes, and consider the rate of growth of the wetting layer that forms upon this surface. In chapter 7 we shall provide a similar treatment for the more complex case of a mixture phase separating between two parallel plates. We shall conclude with an overview of our findings.
Chapter 2

Systems, techniques and analysis

ABSTRACT

In this chapter we explain how confocal microscopy can be used as a powerful technique to study the behaviour of colloid-polymer systems, by creating real space images in two and three dimensions. We also detail how to fabricate PDMS microfluidic cells of suitable dimension to confine such systems, and explore their wetting, demixing and interfacial phenomena. Previous experimental work on colloid-polymer mixtures has generally been performed on systems in decalin or other organic solvents, and although there are well characterised systems with excellent optical properties available, they are incompatible with the microfluidic confinement cells. We therefore detail the development of a new system based in a water solvent. We investigate its phase behaviour and illustrate how to obtain interfacial parameters by studying the capillary waves at the fluid-fluid interface. Finally we shall demonstrate that the new colloid-polymer system is compatible with microfluidics.

2.1 Introduction

Within this thesis we aim to study the interfacial behaviour of colloid-polymer systems. By staining our colloids with fluorescent dye we are able to directly observe our system using confocal microscopy. The beauty of the colloid-polymer model is that we are able to tune the interactions between colloidal particles to construct a system with the desired interfacial
properties. However there are many factors to consider in finding a good colloid-polymer system, and meeting these criteria is not necessarily a simple task.

To begin, both our colloidal and polymer dispersions must separately be stable in the same solvent. As the interaction between the colloids is governed by the depletion interaction, when we mix our stock dispersions together the polymers must not adsorb on the surface of the colloid. The strength of the depletion interaction is dependent on the value of $q = R_g/R_c$, and to drive a fluid-fluid phase separation as we wish to study here we require a polymer to colloid size ratio of at least $1/3$ [38]. We screen the van der Waals attractions between the colloids by matching the refractive indices of the colloids and the solvent [49], which also minimises the unwanted scattering of light as it passes through the sample. The densities of the colloids and the solvent should also be reasonably well matched to ensure that sedimentation effects are not too prominent, and the chemical potential should not be significantly be changed by gravity over a distance of one particle diameter.

Here we focus on the study of the thermal fluctuations of our interface. To ensure these capillary waves are resolvable by our microscope, the thermal roughness $L_T$ (eqn. (1.4)) of the fluctuations must be at least $0.2 \mu m$. This requires that the interfacial tension in the system is of the order of $10^{-7} \text{Nm}^{-1}$. The interfacial tension scales with the inverse square of the particle diameter (eqn. (1.3)), thus the colloidal diameter is also set to around $0.2 \mu m$. To study our interfaces in a confined geometry we must also ensure that neither our colloids nor polymers stick to the walls of our confining cell.

Previous experimental work on colloid-polymer mixtures has been performed on systems in organic solvents, for example a system of Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) colloids and polystyrene polymer dispersed in decalin has proved extremely useful [8, 43, 50–52], and has been used to study interfacial fluctuations and demixing in the bulk [5, 7]. To study these phenomena in confinement we fabricated small microfluidic channels in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer [53] using soft lithography. Unfortunately the system in a decalin solvent is incompatible with these devices, as organic solvents flow through the PDMS. It is possible to make confinement cells using other methods [54, 55], however the PDMS cells are extremely cheap and their manufacture simple for a variety of geometries. Therefore we developed a new colloid-polymer system dispersed in a water solvent [56, 57], which is
compatible with these devices.

We structure this chapter as follows. To begin we shall introduce the technique of confocal microscopy, and explain the method to fabricate the PDMS confinement cells. We will then detail the development of the colloid polymer system used in this thesis, a new system based in water. We will explore the phase behaviour of our novel system, and observe its fluid-fluid phase separation. We study the interfacial fluctuations of the macroscopic interface and take this opportunity to introduce the use of capillary wave analysis to determine interfacial properties.

2.2 Experimental technique

2.2.1 Confocal microscopy

Optical microscopy is a commonly used technique to provide real space images of samples where the specimen size is of the order of the wavelength of visible light. The imaging of an optically dense sample such as a colloidal suspension can be made difficult as light is scattered by multiple particles as it passes through the suspension, causing the image to blur. Confocal microscopy, a technique first pioneered by Marvin Minsky in the 1950s whilst studying nerve cells at Harvard University [58], offers improved contrast and resolution over transmission light microscopy. In figure 2.1 we see a schematic diagram of the optics of the confocal microscope [59]. Light from a point source, of appropriate wavelength to excite the fluorescent sample, passes through the beam splitter and lens and is directed onto the sample in the focal plane. The light from that spot on the sample of the emitted wavelength then passes through the lens and is directed to the photomultiplier. The pinhole in front of the detector prevents any light from out of the plane of focus being detected. The laser scans across the focal plane and allowing us to build up a complete 2 dimensional image. We can construct an image in 3 dimensions by also scanning different focal depths [60].

The quality of the image is determined by its contrast and resolution [61]. Similar to optical microscopy, resolution is limited by the diffraction of light. When a point source illuminates a point on the sample, it is slightly blurred, and appears as an Airy disk, the size of which is determined by the wavelength of the incident light and the numerical aperture of
the lens. The Rayleigh criterion sets the resolution of the microscope and states that for two points to be resolved, they must be separated by at least the radius of one Airy disk [62]. For the optical setup of most commercially available microscopes the maximum resolution is around 200 nm [63]. The contrast represents the difference in intensity between the Airy disk peaks that we need to differentiate - if this is too small, then we shall be unable to distinguish the two peaks even if they are sufficiently far apart. If we introduce noise as is present in real images, this shall limit our ability to use all of the available resolution [64]. We can reduce the effects of noise by firstly ensuring that there is a sufficient illumination level initially, and then ensuring the efficiency of the optics by removing the unwanted background light. With the use of fluorescence microscopy, the light traveling from our image is of a shifted frequency to the incident light, therefore we can improve the contrast of our image by removing background light of the incorrect wavelength using filters [65].

To study the dynamic process of phase separation and the surface of a fluctuating interface, our ability to observe our samples shall also be affected by the scanning speed of the microscope. Most commonly, internal mirrors mounted upon a galvanometer are used to scan the laser back and forth over the sample [61], although faster scanning and therefore faster imaging may be obtained using moving pinhole scanning techniques such as the Nipkow spinning disk [63].

Confocal microscopy has become established as a popular method to study the structure of colloidal systems in real space, see for example the topical reviews [61,63]. To explore the behavior of our colloid-polymer systems we use a Zeiss Exciter LSM 5 Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope (CSLM). Our instrument was placed on a rolling table allowing the samples
to be viewed in the plane parallel or perpendicular to gravity (figure 2.2).

2.2.2 Fabrication of confinement cells

In the chapters which follow, a variety of setups have been used to hold our samples whilst they are imaged with the confocal microscope, e.g. glass capillaries, Helma cuvettes, and home made devices constructed using partially cut vials and glass slides. To confine our samples to smaller dimensions or in more exotic shapes, we use soft lithography to create small microfluidic channels in PDMS elastomer [53, 66] which are sealed with a glass microscope slide. This is an inexpensive, simple and flexible technique to produce a variety of channel patterns with dimensions on the scale of microns [67].

A schematic diagram of the process used to fabricate PDMS channels can be seen in figure 2.3. First we use photolithography to construct a raised pattern of SU-8 photoresist upon a silicon wafer. SU-8 of the desired thickness is spincoated onto the wafer, followed by a baking step. The wafer is irradiated by UV light through a photomask to polymerise the SU-8 in the desired pattern. After a second baking step, the excess unpolymerised SU-8 is removed with a developing solvent, and the construction of the wafer is completed with a final hard baking step. The exact baking, UV irradiation and development times are dependent on the thickness and dimensions of the SU-8 pattern [66, 68]. The wafer mould is used as an
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the manufacture of a microfluidic cell.

imprint for the PDMS elastomer, creating a polymer slab with the channel design indented. Holes can be made in the elastomer to allow the cell to be filled by a needle or tubing, or alternatively the channels can be cut so they remain open and may be filled by capillary action. Finally the cell is sealed with a glass slide by treating both the surfaces of the PDMS and glass with oxygen plasma, allowing them to be permanently bonded together. This enables us to confine our colloid-polymer system to the desired dimensions, and view its behaviour through the glass window.

2.3 System details

We developed a new aqueous system consisting of PMMA colloids and xanthan polymer dispersed in a water solvent. The fluorescently labeled PMMA particles were prepared using the first part of the emulsion polymerisation method described by Kumacheva et al. [69]. Approximately 0.4 g of potassium persulfate was dissolved in 140 g of water in a round-bottomed flask and heated to 80°C in a nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was vigorously stirred at this temperature for 30 minutes to allow the initiator to fully dissociate, then 6 g of MMA quickly added. The emulsion was allowed to polymerise for 30 minutes, then a small amount of rhodamine dye dissolved in MMA (as prepared in [70]) was added. The mixture
was allowed to stir for a further 30 minutes then the flask was removed from the heat source. The particles were characterised by Scanning Electron Microscopy and found to be around 210 nm in diameter with a low polydispersity (see figure 2.4). This was substantiated by the fact that the particles spontaneously crystallise upon sedimentation.

Xanthan solution was prepared as described in [57, 71, 72]. Using an identical batch of the polymer, originally provided by Dr R H Tromp (Nizo, Ede, The Netherlands), an aqueous solution of xanthan (SKW Biosystems, $M_w = 4 \times 10^6$ g mol$^{-1}$) was prepared at a concentration of 2 mg ml$^{-1}$. The polymer was dissolved in 0.1 M NaCl to screen double layer repulsions, and 2 mM NaN$_3$ was added to prevent the growth of bacteria. The radius of gyration of the polymer was calculated to be 264 nm [71] and its persistence length 120 nm, implying that the xanthan molecule is semi-flexible.

The colloid-polymer system was prepared by mixing the stock components together in appropriate concentrations, and was then homogenised either by shaking by hand, or using a vortex mixer. There is a small refractive index mismatch between the colloids and solvent ($n_{PMMA} = 1.49, n_{water} = 1.33$), therefore multiple scattering effects are more significant here than in the decalin system. The difference in refractive indices also means that the Van der Waals interactions between the colloids are not fully screened, however the colloids are stabilised by charge and no irreversible particle aggregation has been observed. The underlying DLVO potential will modify the depletion interaction at short lengthscales. A rough comparison using the depletion interaction for ideal polymers and typical numbers for the DLVO potential shows a significant difference in the potential only at distances shorter than 15 nm, less than 3% of the range of the depletion interaction.
Figure 2.5: (a) Phase diagram of the PMMA - xanthan - water system. The thick black line represents the approximate position of the binodal. (b) Phase separation via spinodal decomposition. (c) Phase separation via Nucleation and Growth Mechanism (Gas Bubbles). (d) Phase separation via Nucleation and Growth Mechanism (Liquid Droplets).

We construct an experimental phase diagram by visual inspection (figure 2.5 (a)). The colloid and polymer concentrations are given in terms of their volume fraction ($\phi_c = 4/3\pi R_c^3 n_c$, $\phi_p = 4/3\pi R_g^3 n_p$), where the polymer is considered as a solution of interpenetrable spheres of radius equal to $R_g$, and $n_c$ and $n_p$ are the number densities of the colloids and polymers respectively. At low colloid and polymer concentrations no phase separation is observed; when these concentrations are increased we observe a two phase region in our phase diagram. We estimate the position of the binodal separating the one and two phase regions with a full black line. Should the concentrations become too high, the system will gel. No evidence of polymer adsorption was observed at any of the statepoints explored. Xanthan proves to be a very efficient depletion agent as only low concentrations of the polymer are required to induce a phase separation. Similar observations with a different colloidal molecule were observed in [56, 71].

Within the two phase region of the phase diagram, we observe demixing via spinodal decomposition from the unstable region of the phase diagram (figure 2.5 (b)), and demixing via the nucleation and growth mechanism from the metastable region (figure 2.5 (c) and (d)).
We observe that the minority phase forms liquid drops or gas bubbles depending on which side of the critical isochore the metastable region lies. It is interesting to note from inspection of the phase separation movies that the samples of this system separating via the nucleation and growth mechanism coarsen through the coalescence of diffusing droplets as suggested in [73], and seemingly not by Ostwald ripening as theoretically described in [74, 75]. The metastable region on the left hand side of the phase diagram is larger than expected. The spinodal network may break up into droplets at very small lengthscales, giving the system a nucleation and growth-like appearance [76, 77]. This could be related to a viscosity effect (unusually in this system the gas phase is more viscous than the liquid phase). For both demixing mechanisms, when the phase separating structures grow to a size comparable to the capillary length in the system, they are destroyed by buoyancy forces [78]. After a few hours, clean macroscopic interfaces are formed, and the thermal capillary waves fluctuating on the surface of the interface may clearly be observed.

2.4 Thermal capillary waves of PMMA-xanthan-water system

The capillary wave fluctuations of a fluid-fluid phase separated colloid-polymer mixture in a decalin solvent have been observed and analysed using capillary wave theory [5]. Here we shall provide a similar treatment for our water based system. Such an analysis of capillary waves provides a method of determining the various interfacial parameters in the system, for example the capillary length $L_c$, the interfacial tension $\gamma$ and the capillary time $\tau$. This technique is used repeatedly throughout this thesis.

A phase separating sample of the PMMA colloids and xanthan polymer was prepared at a state point of $\phi_c = 0.055$ and $\phi_p = 4.95$. The sample was homogenised, and sealed into a glass capillary of sufficient dimensions such that the system is not confined. The system was allowed to phase separate and equilibrate, and the capillary waves at the interface were recorded using CSLM.

An image of the interface between the colloidal liquid and gas phases is shown in figure 2.6 (a). The lower bright phase is the colloid rich liquid phase, and the upper, darker phase
is the colloid poor gas phase. The thermal fluctuations of the interface were recorded for a time totaling around 25 minutes and 5000 frames. To analyse the fluctuations we first locate the position of the interface in each image by fitting the intensity profile along a column of pixels with a tangent hyperbolic function [79] (see figure 2.6 (b)). This can be repeated for each of the columns to find the interface position across the whole image (see figure 2.6 (c)). We can then quantify our observations by studying the height distribution function, and constructing correlation functions of the fluctuations in both space and time. In figure 2.7 (a) we plot the height distribution of our fluctuations relative to the average interface position in each image (open circles). We observe the height distribution is of Gaussian form as expected [5, 80]- the full black line represents a Gaussian fit to our data.

In general the height correlation function $g_h$ may be defined as:

$$g_h(x, t) = \langle [h(x', t') - \bar{h}(t')] [h(x' + x, t' + t) - \bar{h}(t)] \rangle,$$

(2.1)

where $x$ denotes the coordinate along the interface, $t$ the time, and averages are over primed quantities. The height $h$ at time $t$ is defined with respect to the average height at that time.
\[ L = 12.3 \mu m \]
\[ \gamma = 40.6 \text{nN m}^{-1} \]
\[ x(\mu m) \]
\[ \bar{h}(t) \]

Figure 2.7: Height distributions (a), static (b) and dynamic (c) correlation functions of the interface fluctuations of the PMMA water system. The circles represent experimental data. The full lines in (a) represent a Gaussian fit and (b) and (c) are fits using capillary wave data. The insets show fitting parameters.

\[ \bar{h}(t) \] This is a slightly different method to the one used in [5] where heights were taken with respect to an average over both space and time, but similar to the method followed in [81]. The reason for this alternative analysis is to eliminate any systematic drift in the sample positioning, although one may lose the longest fluctuations in this case. In general, the total image width is much longer than the parallel correlation (capillary) length, so provided any systematic drifts are small, this should have a minimal effect on results.

From the capillary wave theory originally derived by Mandelstam [47] (for a review of this derivation see [82]) we know that in the capillary wave spectrum, each Fourier component \( q \) of the interface has a mean square amplitude given by:

\[ \langle | h_q |^2 \rangle = \frac{k_B T}{\gamma L^2} \frac{1}{q^2 + L_c^{-2}}. \tag{2.2} \]

The brackets on the left hand side of the equation represent a thermal average, and \( L_c \) is the capillary length. From this equation we can further derive expressions for the static and dynamic correlation functions [5, 47]:

\[ g_h(x) = \frac{k_B T}{2\pi\gamma} K_0\left(\frac{x}{L_c}\right), \tag{2.3} \]

\[ g_h(t) = \frac{k_B T}{2\pi\gamma} \int_0^{k_{\text{max}}} d\bar{k} \frac{\bar{k}}{1 + k^2} \exp\left(-\left(\bar{k} + \bar{k}^{-1}\right)t/2\tau\right). \tag{2.4} \]
Figure 2.7 (b) shows the experimental static correlation function $g_h(x, t = 0)$ (open circles). The full line represents the fit from capillary wave theory (eqn. (2.3)) where we use $\gamma$ and $L_c$ as physical fitting parameters with an additional constant parameter included to account for any baseline offset (a term which is usually small) [5]. From this data we obtain a capillary length of 12.3 $\mu$m and an interfacial tension of $4.06 \times 10^{-8}$ Nm$^{-1}$ - values of similar order of magnitude in comparison to previous experiments on systems in organic solvents [5, 83]. The thermal roughness $L_T = \sqrt{g_h(x = 0, t = 0)}$ is calculated to be 1.1 $\mu$m, again comparable to that observed in previous experiment, and of suitable value such that the interface position may easily be located and tracked.

Examining our data more closely, at short lengthscales (below 1 $\mu$m) we observe that the experimental correlation function is no longer accurately described by the theoretical prediction. Here, one expects to find the largest deviations from standard capillary wave theory: taking only the interfacial tension and density difference into account leads to a logarithmically diverging interfacial width, whereas the experimental width remains finite. Therefore to gain a better overall description of the function, the first three data points were left out of the fit. In previous experiments [5] this deviation from theory was not so prominent. Current observations may have various origins and a possible explanation may be found in the fact that the polymers are much larger than the colloids with a diameter of $2R_g \sim 530$ nm, which is slightly smaller than three pixels, but larger than the in plane confocal resolution. One may therefore speculate about the leading interfacial lengthscale, whether it would originate from the polymer rather than the colloid particle. Furthermore, making the problem more complicated, a third natural lengthscale would be the polymer persistence length, which is comparable to the colloid radius.

The dynamic correlation function $g_h(x = 0, t)$ is shown in figure 2.7 (c). Once again, the experimental data is represented by open circles, and the full line represents a fit from the theoretical function (eqn. (2.4)). Theoretically each mode is exponentially damped by $\exp[-t/2\tau_q]$ with

$$\tau_q = \tau - \frac{qL_c}{1 + q^2L_c^2},$$

where $\tau$ is the capillary time and $\eta$ is the sum of viscosities of both phases [84, 85]. The density of the phases does not appear since we are in the over damped low Reynolds number
limit. Similar to the static case, we use $\gamma$ and $\tau$ as physical fitting parameters, with an additional constant parameter to compensate for any baseline offset. From this fitting we obtain an interfacial tension of $\gamma = 55 \times 10^{-9} \text{ Nm}^{-1}$ and a capillary time of $\tau = 30.2\text{s}$, again comparable to those obtained in previous experiment [5, 83]. The interfacial tensions obtained from the static and dynamic functions are in reasonable agreement, especially given the less accurate fit in the static case. The discrepancy between fit and experiment for the static function may not be so prominent in the dynamic case, as the waves are very effectively damped at short length scales.

Finally, we illustrate that our new colloid polymer system is compatible with PDMS cells. In figure 2.8 we show a three dimensional CSLM image of our system at a stagnation point of a cross channel. The white dashed lines indicate the positions of the $x,y$ and $z$ images, for example the $yz$ slice is taken along the vertical line in the $xy$ image. Gravity points along the negative $z$-axis, and the flow lines are roughly indicated by the arrows. We see that both the fluctuations of the interface and the wetting effects are clearly visible. We see bright layers of the liquid phase coating both the the glass and PDMS walls in the $xz$ and $yz$ images, indicating that both surfaces are wet by the colloid-rich phase.

Figure 2.8: 3 dimensional CSLM image of the demixed water based system in a microfluidic cell.
2.5 Conclusion

We have outlined the use of confocal microscopy to image colloid-polymer systems, and a simple method to fabricate microfluidic cells which we may use to confine the sample. After highlighting the experimental issue of combining the cells with the systems in organic solvents, we outline the development of a new colloid-polymer system dispersed in water to circumvent this problem. We explore the phase behaviour of this new system, and show that we are able to induce fluid-fluid demixing from both the unstable and metastable regions of the phase diagram. Once the phase separation is complete, we observe the thermal capillary wave fluctuations on the surface of the macroscopic interface. We demonstrate the application of capillary wave analysis to this system and obtain very reasonable interfacial properties, although the capillary wave model could be extended to improve the fit of experimental data at small lengthscales. It is proposed that the origin of this discrepancy lies in the competing microscopic lengthscales within the system. In addition we demonstrate that our new system is compatible with microfluidics, the driving feature of its development.

We conclude that we possess a colloid polymer system compatible with a range of cells that are cheap and simple to produce, allowing us to study interfacial phenomena within a variety of dimensions. In combination with the technique of confocal microscopy, we are able to produce clear real space images of colloid-polymer systems in differing confinement geometries, giving us a flexible platform to perform a detailed analysis of interfacial, demixing and wetting phenomena.
Chapter 3

Probing the critical behaviour of colloidal interfaces by gravity.

ABSTRACT

We present a study of the interface between fluid-fluid phase separated colloid-polymer mixtures of identical composition but with varying suspension height. The significance of the sedimentation gradient present in the suspension is controlled by the ratio between the suspension height and the gravitational length of the colloids. We demonstrate that increasing the suspension height, and thus the importance of gravity leads to a systematic roughening of the gas-liquid interface as if one approaches the critical point. By carefully tuning the system height, the suspension can be brought arbitrarily close to criticality, irrespective of the overall composition of colloid and polymer. Our findings are based on measurements of the interfacial tension and capillary wave properties and supported by predictions from a simple density functional theory.

3.1 Introduction

Sedimentation has been a phenomenon of particular interest to colloid scientists since the pioneering work of J. B. Perrin in the early 1900s [1]. In his book, Atoms, he begins with a treatment of the density variation in a vertical column of gas molecules, and subsequently extends his arguments to describe such a profile in a colloidal suspension. The length scale controlling the sedimentation gradient is known as the gravitational length $\xi_c = k_B T / (m^* g)$,
where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ the temperature, $m^*$ the buoyant mass and $g$ Earth’s acceleration. Due to the increased size of the suspended particles, the gravitational length of a colloid is of $O(10^{-3})$ m rather than $O(10^3)$ m for a gas molecule. This allowed Perrin to study the sedimentation gradient in the laboratory. Through simple experiments he was able to demonstrate the exponential variation of colloid concentration with height in an ideally dilute suspension, obtaining accurate numbers for Boltzmann’s constant and thus Avogadro’s number.

The effect of a uniform gravity field is still being employed in colloid science, for example in obtaining the equation of state in suspensions of charged colloids at densities ranging from the dilute to the dense limit from careful measurements of the sedimentation gradient [86,87]. It has also been used to probe the phase behaviour of various suspensions of colloidal platelets [88,89]. When we consider a two component system such as a colloid-polymer mixture, the situation gets more complicated, as shown by theoretical studies in [88,90]. In such systems, should phase separation take place a colloid rich, polymer poor ‘liquid’ phase and a colloid poor, polymer rich ‘gas’ phase shall be formed [32,33] (see also chapter 1). In the presence of a gravitational field, the distribution of the colloids will be controlled by the gravitational length of the colloids $\xi_c$ with respect to the container height $H$. Owing to their small buoyant mass, the gravitational length of the polymer is extremely large and the polymer component can be considered unperturbed by the external gravitational field.

Since the overall concentrations of colloid are fixed, sedimentation leads to a repartitioning of the colloids along the vertical direction of the container. The resulting non-uniform colloid density distribution is accompanied by a similar non-uniform polymer distribution since the densities of the two species are coupled via the local free volume [38]. In reference [90] it has been shown that for such a closed system gravity has a profound effect on the gas-liquid interface. For an open (bulk) system, free-volume theory predicts that the gas-liquid coexistence densities and interfacial tension are solely dependent upon the polymer chemical potential $\mu_p$, proportional to the amount of added polymer. This quantity directly measures the strength (i.e. depth) of the attractive depletion interactions between the colloids which can be interpreted as an effective temperature locating the position in the gas-liquid phase diagram. Upon lowering the polymer chemical potential the system moves toward the critical
point and eventually moves out of the gas-liquid region into the fluid state upon further reduction. For a closed container with height $H$ and fixed overall colloid and polymer concentration, $\mu_p$ is found to be strongly dependent on $H$, such that $\mu_p$ is a monotonically decreasing function of $H$ [90], irrespective of the overall species concentration. This implies that by increasing $H$ the interfacial properties of a colloid-polymer mixture will resemble those of a (zero-gravity) bulk system at an effective temperature moving toward the critical point. Consequently, there is a critical container height at which the gas-liquid interface vanishes and the system behaves as a single-phase fluid (subjected to a gravitational field).

In this chapter we present an experimental study of the effect of gravity upon interfacial behaviour in colloid-polymer mixtures. The focus will be on the properties of the interface, which turn out to be a very sensitive probe. In the preceding chapter and reference [5], it has been shown that thermal fluctuations of the interface can be directly observed and by performing a capillary wave analysis on these waves, we can determine the values of the interfacial properties. The key parameters are identified as: the mean square roughness of the interface $\sqrt{\langle h^2 \rangle} \propto \sqrt{k_B T/\gamma}$, the in plane correlation or capillary length $L_c = \sqrt{\gamma/\Delta \rho g}$ and the typical decay time of the fluctuations $\tau = L_c \eta/\gamma$. Since the interfacial tension and the local density difference across the interface depend on the container height, the capillary fluctuations will be influenced by gravity as well.

We begin in section 3.2 with a brief discussion of the density functional theory to provide a theoretical setting of the experiment. This was performed by our collaborator Rik Wensink, then of Imperial College, London, now of Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf. The theory should be considered as a qualitative benchmark aimed at providing a simple theoretical underpinning for the characteristics of the interface as a function of container height. The two sections after that are devoted to a presentation and discussion the experiments. We conclude in section 3.5 by considering the implications of this work.

### 3.2 Density functional theory

We here largely follow Schmidt et al. in their description of the problem [90]. Within density functional theory (DFT) the grand potential $\Omega[\rho_c]$ of a colloidal fluid in a container of height
$H$ is a functional of the density distribution $\rho_c(z)$, which measures the local colloid density at the vertical coordinate $z$. The potential is minimised by the *equilibrium* density distribution at a given temperature $T$ and container height [91]. For a mixture of colloids and ideal polymer the well-known free-volume theory [38] can be invoked. Within the local density approximation (LDA), valid if the local density varies slowly over distances comparable to the colloid size, the grand potential per unit volume $V$ takes the following form [90]:

$$
\frac{\beta \Omega[\phi_c]}{V} \simeq \frac{1}{H} \int_0^H dz \left\{ \phi_c(z) \left( \ln \phi_c(z) - 1 \right) + \frac{\phi_p(z)}{q^3} \left( \ln \frac{\phi_p(z)}{\alpha[\phi_c(z)]} - 1 \right) + f_{HS}^{\text{ex}}[\phi_c(z)] - \beta \mu_c \phi_c(z) - \beta \mu_p \phi_p(z) + \frac{z}{\xi_c} \phi_c(z) \right\},
$$

(3.1)

with $\beta = 1/k_B T$ and $\phi_{c/p} = \rho_{c/p} v_{c/p}$ the packing fraction of the colloid ($c$) and polymer ($p$) with $v_{c/p}$ the particle volume of the corresponding species and $q = R_g/R_c$ the polymer-colloid size ratio in terms of the polymer radius of gyration $R_g$ and the colloid radius $R_c$. The first two terms are the ideal contributions for the colloid and polymer. Locally, the polymer density $\phi_p$ is coupled to the colloid density via the *free-volume fraction* $\alpha(\phi_c)$ which expresses the average fraction of the system volume available for the (ideal) polymer at a given colloid packing fraction $\phi_c$. The third term represents the excess free energy density $f_{HS}^{\text{ex}} = \beta F_{HS} v_c/V$ of the *homogeneous* hard sphere fluid, while the last term stems from the gravitational potential $m^*gz$ acting on the colloids. The undetermined multipliers $\mu_c$ and $\mu_p$ are associated with the constraints of a fixed overall concentration of colloid and polymer:

$$
\frac{1}{H} \int_0^H dz \phi_c(z) = \phi_c^0,
$$

$$
\frac{1}{H} \int_0^H dz \phi_p(z) = \phi_p^0.
$$

(3.2)

In case of an unbounded system $\mu_c$ represents the colloid chemical potential and $\mu_p$ the chemical potential of a hypothetical reservoir of ideal polymer in contact with the system. The density of polymer in the reservoir is then given by:

$$
\phi_p^R = \exp[\beta \mu_p].
$$

(3.3)
A formal minimisation of the grand potential with respect to the species densities leads to a set of coupled self-consistency equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_c(z) &= \exp \left\{ \beta \mu_c - \beta \mu_{HS}^{ex}[\phi_c(z)] + \frac{\phi_p(z)}{q^3} \frac{\partial \ln \alpha[\phi_c(z)]}{\partial \phi_c(z)} - \frac{z}{\xi_c} \right\} \\
\phi_p(z) &= \phi_p^R \alpha[\phi_c(z)]
\end{align*}
\]

(3.4)

which must be solved along with the conditions in eqn. (3.2). Explicit expression for the excess chemical potential \( \beta \mu_{HS}^{ex} = \partial f_{HS}^{ex}/\partial \phi_c \) and free-volume fraction \( \alpha \) of the hard-sphere reference fluid can be obtained from the Carnahan-Starling equation of state and Scaled Particle Theory, respectively (see [38] for details). With this, the equilibrium density profiles can be calculated for a given \( q \), container height \( H/\xi_c \) and overall species volume fractions \( \phi_0^c \) and \( \phi_0^p \).

For a bulk system without gravity, the interfacial tension can be calculated from a simple square-gradient approach, as outlined in reference [92]. The result is:

\[
\beta \gamma_{R^2} = \frac{3}{\pi} \int_{\phi_c^L}^{\phi_c^G} d\phi_c \sqrt{m \left( f_{HS}(\phi_c) - q^{-3} \phi_p^R \alpha(\phi_c) - \beta \mu_c^{B}(\phi_c) + p^B \right)},
\]

(3.5)

in terms of the bulk gas-liquid coexistence densities \( \phi_c^{G/L} \), pressure \( p^B = \beta \mu_{vc} \), colloid chemical potential \( \mu_c \) and reservoir polymer density \( \phi_p^R \). The square-gradient coefficient \( m \) is linked to \( \phi_p^R \) via \( m = \phi_p^R \mathcal{F}(q) \), with \( \mathcal{F} \) specified in [92]. Expression (3.5) can also be applied to the present case if we identify \( \mu_p^B \) with \( \mu_p(H) \), the polymer chemical potential of the sedimented system at a given \( H/\xi_c \), and calculate the corresponding bulk coexistence quantities. The interfacial tension then follows from a simple integration according to eqn. (3.5) without having to recalculate the density profiles.

The results in figure 3.1 demonstrate the profound effect of the container height on the local gas-liquid interface for a system with fixed overall concentrations \( \phi_0^c = 0.02 \) and \( \phi_0^p = 1.0 \). The associated statepoint has been indicated in figure 3.1 (a) and its relative location to the critical point is qualitatively similar to the experimental system described in the next section. Within LDA, the gas-liquid interface is represented by a simple step profile. Upon increasing \( H/\xi_c \), the density gap across the interface reduces and vanishes at a critical container height \( H_{crit}/\xi_c \approx 75 \) where the system locally reaches the critical point. The corresponding interfacial tension decreases rapidly upon approach of \( H_{crit}/\xi_c \) and strictly becomes zero at the
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Figure 3.1: (a) Gas-liquid binodals at zero gravity of a colloid-polymer mixture with \( q = 2.5 \) from free-volume theory. The critical point is indicated by the dot. A tie line connects the coexisting phases for the statepoint \( \phi_c^0 = 0.02 \) and \( \phi_p^0 = 1.0 \), indicated by the cross. (b) Interfacial tension versus container height \( H/\xi_c \) for the state point indicated in (a). (c) Colloid density versus height for systems with various container heights, \( H/\xi_c = 5, 10, 30, 50, 75 \) and 100 (from left to right) for the same state point. (d) Same results for the polymer density.

Critical point. In reality, bulk gradients due to the gravitational field (neglected in (3.5)) also contribute to the interfacial tension, albeit only marginally. Moreover, critical fluctuations are at play which are not incorporated in our mean-field theory. These factors will become manifest close to the critical point and change the qualitative behaviour of the interfacial tension with \( H/\xi_c \) close to \( H_{\text{crit}}/\xi_c \). Nevertheless, the steep decrease of the interfacial tension (and related properties) upon increasing the container height is expected to be robust and should be clearly observable in experiment.

3.3 Experimental system and method

Using the system of PMMA colloids and xanthan polymer dispersed in water described in chapter 2, a sample at a statepoint of \( \phi_c^0 = 0.055 \) and \( \phi_p^0 = 4.946 \) was prepared. The phase
Figure 3.2: Phase diagram of the experimental colloid-polymer mixture. Plotted is the polymer density $\phi_p$ versus the colloid packing fraction $\phi_c$. The line indicates the location of the binodal. The triangle denotes the estimated position of the critical point, and the star the sample statepoint.

diagram of this system is reproduced in figure 3.2, annotated to show the sample statepoint and the estimated position of the critical point. The gravitational length of the colloids was 0.5 mm. The stock solution of colloid-polymer mixture was homogenised by vigorous shaking, and sealed into tubes of dimensions 1 mm x 0.1 mm x $H$ (Vitrotubes P/N 5010). The height $H$ of the tubes varied from 10 mm to 25 mm, a range expected to clearly illustrate gravitational effects. Different statepoints were found to show this effect over various height ranges of tubes, which may be impractically small or large, but qualitatively similar behaviour was found. Furthermore a small change in statepoint can lead to a significant alteration in $H_{crit}$.

The sealed tubes were left undisturbed for 11 days. Additional measurements, where a sample was followed over time showed that after roughly a week the interface had reached a state which was no longer changing, thus 11 days should be sufficient for the samples to equilibrate fully. Equilibration times may again vary per statepoint and sample height. The interface between the colloidal liquid and gas phases in each tube was examined and the thermal fluctuations on its surface recorded using CSLM. The interface position on each image was located, and real space correlation functions constructed as described in chapter
2. Theoretical correlation functions following from standard capillary wave theory (eqns. (2.3) and (2.4)) were fitted to the experimental data to obtain the physical parameters of the interface.

3.4 Results and discussion

The effect of gravity is most clearly illustrated in figure 3.3. As the suspension height is increased the interface becomes more diffuse and the magnitude of the fluctuations becomes larger. The density difference between the two phases, related to the intensity difference in the images, diminishes to the point at which the eye struggles to locate the interface at all. When the critical ratio of $H/\xi_c$ is reached, the density profile is observed to move smoothly between the two phases. This has been exemplified in figure 3.4 where images have been taken of an alternative set of tubes with $\phi_c^0 = 0.053$ and $\phi_p^0 = 4.932$, with objectives of 10x and 63x magnification. At small suspension height the interface is very sharp, whilst at a larger height it is no longer possible to pinpoint the interface. The inset graphs show the average intensity per row as a function of height. The fluorescence intensity is an indirect measurement of the colloid concentration providing us with a representation of the density profile. The non-linear response of the detector means that we cannot directly compare the two density profiles, but for the 7 mm tube there is a sharp jump from gas to liquid density.
Figure 3.4: CSLM images of the interface in 7 mm and 30 mm tubes taken with a 63x (upper) and 10x (lower) objective. Insets show average intensity through the interface for the images shown.
Figure 3.5: (a) Interfacial roughness as a function of the relative system height. (b) Interfacial tension with respect to the relative system height. The black squares denote the interfacial tension determined from the static correlation function, and the open circles from the dynamic correlation function.

These observations are in qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions (see e.g. figure 3.1 (d)), whereby increasing $H$ the effective temperature increases and moves towards and eventually beyond the critical point. We can quantify these observations by plotting the interfacial roughness $\langle h^2 \rangle$ as a function of suspension height (figure 3.5 (a)). Here, one observes that the roughness strongly increases as the suspension height is increased. It should be noted that as the interface becomes more diffuse, it becomes increasingly difficult to locate, and this uncertainty contributes to $\langle h^2 \rangle$. It is estimated from this data and the images in figure 3.4 that the interface effectively disappears at a critical height $H_{\text{crit}} = 30$ mm.

The fluctuations can be analyzed further to learn about the interfacial properties; to that end correlation functions are constructed and fitted to the theoretical expressions as in [5, 56]. As expected both the capillary length and interfacial tension of the system decrease as the suspension height increases (figures 3.5 (b) and 3.6). The capillary waves also yield information about the dynamics, see figure 3.7. Here it is observed that the capillary
time increases with the suspension height, but levels off as $H_{\text{crit}}$ is approached. Previous experiments [5, 51] where samples were made along a dilution line show the same trends as here. In this conventional situation, however, the state point of the system is determined by the relative weight fraction of the colloid and polymer components, and it is difficult to accurately control the properties of the interface in the vicinity of the critical point. Small uncertainties in weighing in the respective components make it experimentally very hard to get very close to the binodal, let alone the critical point. By increasing the height of the suspension and exploiting the influence of gravity, we are here able to move the interfacial state point arbitrarily close to criticality thus providing a much more sensitive and accurate way to explore the behaviour of the system in the critical region.

Clearly, the control parameter specifying the (relative) distance to the critical point is now no longer the relative amounts of colloids and polymers, but it has become a single parameter, namely the ratio of the suspension height over the gravitational length, $H/\xi_c$. There is, however, still an experimental challenge in pinpointing the critical height. Furthermore, the relation between suspension height and reservoir polymer concentration for interacting polymers needs to be established in order to compare to critical exponents (see also section 3.5). Qualitatively the experimental data displays the expected critical behaviour, except
for the capillary time, which levels off unexpectedly as the critical point is approached, the reason for which is unclear. It could be related to the precise route through the phase diagram taken by the system as a function of $H$. Alternatively, it is possible that full equilibrium has not yet been attained for the longest tubes. The position of the interface was found to be dropping very slowly during measurement for the longest tubes, although the interfacial tension from both the static and dynamic correlation functions yielded similar results, suggesting that a reasonable equilibrium had been achieved. Such dynamical effects will be presented elsewhere [93], but from these experiments it is clear that in approaching equilibrium the system moves towards the critical point in line with the trends above.

3.5 Conclusion

We have shown both in theory and experiment that the height of the suspension relative to the gravitational length of the colloids affects the interfacial properties of a fluid-fluid phase separated colloid-polymer mixture. By increasing the height of a suspension beyond the gravitational length of the colloidal species, the colloidal particles rearrange into an inhomogeneous sedimentation profile. Although the overall concentration of colloids and polymers in the system is fixed, the hypothetical polymer reservoir concentration decreases
and the behaviour of the interface will adjust accordingly. For greatly increased heights the reservoir concentration will drop below its critical value, and there will no longer be an interface separating the two phases.

In the above view $H$ is a measure of how close the interface is to the critical point, and it thus acts as the control parameter. It turns out that when treating the polymers as ideal, as done in the theory above, $H$ is inversely proportional to $\phi_p^c$, such that it is clear how the critical point is approached upon varying the suspension height. For interacting polymers, which is the experimental situation, the relation is yet to be evaluated. But once this has been established theoretically, the presented approach opens up the possibility to measure a number of interface properties in light of their governing critical exponents. Previous experimental work focusing on critical exponents has shown different results [94–97], even in very similar systems (stearyl coated ludox particles, poly(dimethyl-siloxane) polymer, dispersed in cyclohexane) and applied techniques (spinning drop technique [95,96]). Recently, extensive simulations and theory have shown that the AOV model falls within the 3 dimensional Ising universality class [98], without exponent renormalization. Possible experimental difficulties lie in locating the critical point exactly and preparing systems very close to the critical point in a systematic manner (see also the discussion in [99]). The latter point is tackled by the presented approach, but determining the critical sample height, i.e. the height which corresponds to the critical point, remains a challenge and will be the subject of further investigations.
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Chapter 4

Sedimentation-diffusion dynamics in colloid-polymer mixtures

ABSTRACT

We show experimentally how a phase separated colloid-polymer mixture finds its sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium after initial fluid-fluid demixing. During this equilibration process we measure key parameters of the colloidal interface by assuming local mechanical equilibrium and we inspect the behaviour of the meniscus close to a vertical wall. It turns out that the kinetic pathway associated with the sedimentation process not only strongly depends on the overall colloid and polymer concentrations but also on the height of the suspension. Beyond a certain height the system locally passes through the gas-liquid critical point which opens new ways to study critical phenomena.

4.1 Introduction

A key experiment in colloid science is to study the behaviour of colloidal systems in Earth’s gravitational field. The resulting sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium can be interpreted using statistical mechanical theory which has led to an accurate determination of Boltzmann’s constant $k_B$ [1]. In more recent years sedimentation experiments have been used to determine the equation of state of dense colloidal suspensions [86,87] and to probe the phase behaviour of colloidal platelets [89]. In computer simulations, a similar external gravitational field can
be imposed to determine equations of state [100]. The ‘gravitational’ forces acting on the colloids can be increased considerably by using an ultra-centrifuge. This technique has e.g. revealed the presence of a macroscopic electric field in sedimented suspensions of charged colloidal particles [101].

In the previous chapter we showed that the effective temperature (or state-point) of a colloid-polymer mixture in which only the colloidal particles are affected by gravity not only depends on the overall concentrations of the colloids and polymers but also on the height of the suspension [102], as predicted by Schmidt et al. [90]. The main issue addressed in this work is how the system reaches its sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium, starting from an initial state formed by two homogeneous, coexisting phases.

As the system approaches its equilibrium density distributions in the gravitational field the local effective temperature at the gas-liquid interface gradually increases and approaches its critical value. The effect of gravity is thus analogous to a change of the temperature in molecular systems as employed in several studies to measure the interfacial tension of a binary liquid mixture brought toward one-phase equilibrium by heating [103–106]. In our work the main control parameter is the suspension height rather than the temperature of the suspension. The effect of gravity allows us to simultaneously study the bulk and interfacial properties as well as the wetting behaviour at the container wall by direct, optical techniques. In this work we will analyse the thermal capillary waves of the interface and the meniscus at a vertical wall during the sedimentation process.

We organise this chapter as follows. In section 4.2, we first provide a brief theoretical background of the effect of gravity on the thermodynamic state of the suspension, in collaboration with Rik Wensink. This is followed by a description of the experimental methods and techniques. We then present and discuss our results before concluding.

## 4.2 Theoretical background

In the previous chapter we have showed that the equilibrium colloid density profiles and the resulting effective temperature of the mixture depends sensitively on the height of the suspension $H$ [90, 102]. We will not repeat the theory here but merely explain how the
effective temperature or state-point of the system in a gravitational field is affected by the system height.

Let us consider a mixture of colloids \((c)\) and polymers \((p)\) in a continuum background solvent at fixed temperature \(T\). The overall volume fractions \(\phi^0_c\) and \(\phi^0_p\) are chosen such that the system is in the two-phase region of the phase diagram. Without gravity, the phase behaviour can be qualitatively described by free volume theory\,[38], in which the polymers are treated as ideal freely interpenetrable spheres which experience a hard-core interaction with the colloids. The effective attractive force between the colloidal particles is induced by the depletion effect described in chapter 1 (see also \[32, 33\]). Due to steric repulsions the centres-of-mass of the polymers are excluded from a zone around each colloidal particle. If two colloids are sufficiently close so that the depletion zones overlap, the polymers will be entirely depleted from the space between the colloids resulting in an imbalance of osmotic pressures between the inner and outer zones which pushes the particles together. More refined polymer models may provide better (and sometimes quantitative) agreement with experimental phase diagrams\,[6, 107], but here we will stick to the simple picture. The system under consideration will phase separate into colloidal liquid and colloidal gas phases; the main experimental control parameters are the overall concentrations of the colloid and polymer. In theory, however, one may consider the colloid-polymer mixture to be in osmotic equilibrium with a reservoir \((r)\) containing a pure polymer solution kept at a chemical potential \(\mu^r_p\). The semi-permeable membrane separating the system from the reservoir only allows the polymers to pass through. Within free volume theory, the volume fraction of the polymers in the system \(\phi_p\) is related to the polymer volume fraction in the reservoir \(\phi^r_p\) via

\[
\phi_p = \phi^r_p \alpha(\phi_c), \tag{4.1}
\]

with \(\alpha\) the free volume fraction, i.e. the fraction of the system volume which is available to the polymers. This quantity is a decreasing function of the colloid volume fraction \(\phi_c = \rho_c v_c\), with \(\rho_c\) the colloid number density and \(v_c\) the volume of a single colloidal particle. An explicit expression for \(\alpha\) for hard sphere systems can be found in \[38\]. Increasing the polymer concentration in the reservoir enhances the amplitude \(\varepsilon\) of the attractive depletion potential so that \(\phi^r_p\) can be interpreted as an inverse effective temperature, i.e. \(T_{\text{eff}} \equiv k_B T / \varepsilon \sim 1 / \phi^r_p\) \[102\].
Let us now subject the system to a gravitational field. In practice, the gravitational length defined as $\xi = k_B T/m^*g$ with $m^*$ the buoyant mass and $g$ Earth’s acceleration will be virtually infinite for a polymer molecule in a good solvent (due to its vanishing buoyant mass) but finite for a colloidal particle. The gravitational field will induce a new equilibrium state characterized by a smooth gradient in the colloid concentration in both liquid and gas phases. The equilibrium colloid density profile $\rho_c(z)$ (with $z$ the position along the direction of gravity) in the sedimented state follows from mechanical equilibrium:

$$
\frac{d\Pi[\rho_c(z)]}{dz} = -m^* g \rho_c(z),
$$

with $\Pi$ the osmotic pressure of the colloids [38]. Moreover, the overall volume fractions of colloids and polymers should be recovered when integrating the density profiles over the total suspension height $H$:

$$
\phi_c^0 = \frac{1}{H} \int_0^H \phi_c(z)dz \quad \text{and} \quad \phi_p^0 = \frac{1}{H} \int_0^H \phi_p(z)dz.
$$

(4.3)

Although the polymers are not directly affected by the gravitational field, they are redistributed along the gravity direction of the container since the local polymer concentration depends on the local colloid concentration via eqn. (4.1). By combining eqn. (4.1) with the conservation condition for the overall polymer concentration eqn. (4.3) one can write for the effective temperature:

$$
T_{eff} \sim \frac{1}{\phi_p^0} = \frac{1}{H \phi_p^0} \int_0^H \alpha(\phi_c(z))dz.
$$

(4.4)

If gravity is absent the colloid concentration profile will be homogeneous along $z$ so that $\phi_c(z) = \phi_c$ and $T_{eff} \sim \alpha(\phi_c)/\phi_p^0$, independently of $H$. In the presence of gravity the colloid concentration will vary along the $z$ direction and the integral in eqn. (4.4) becomes, in principle, dependent upon the suspension height. At very low volume fractions, the colloids behave as an ideal gas and the free volume is a linearly decreasing function of the volume fraction $\alpha(\phi_c) \sim 1 - A \phi_c$ (with the constant $A > 0$ determined by the colloid-to-polymer size ratio). In this case $T_{eff}$ will not depend on the suspension height as can be inferred from combining eqn. (4.3) and eqn. (4.4). At finite volume fractions, however, the colloid interactions are non-negligible and the free volume fraction becomes a strongly non-linear function of the colloid volume fraction [38]. The non-linear form of $\alpha$ dictates that $T_{eff}$
always increases with respect to $H$ independent of the shape of the colloid sedimentation profile $\phi(z)$ or overall concentrations $\phi_c^0$ and $\phi_p^0$. Quantitative results from free volume theory have been presented and discussed in [90, 102], where it becomes evident that there always exists a critical suspension height $H_{crit}$ at which the gas-liquid interface is at a critical point with an associated critical effective temperature $T_{eff}^{crit}$. In [102] we have shown experimentally that this is indeed the case. In this paper we will focus on the kinetic pathway along which sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium is reached.

4.3 Experimental system and method

Similar to the previous chapter, we use the system of PMMA colloids and xanthan polymer dispersed in water described in chapter 2. The gravitational length of the colloids $\xi_c$ was 0.5 mm. We have had to work with two different batches of colloids (with a very similar absolute size and size distribution), since experiments have been conducted over the period of more than a year in order to fully probe the suspension height dependence.

A tube of dimensions 1 x 0.1 mm x $H$ (Vitrotubes P/N 5010) was filled with homogenised colloid-polymer mixture, and was placed upright (with dimension $H$ the suspension height) immediately after sealing. It was then imaged using CSLM as it moved towards equilibrium. The sample was kept in a temperature controlled room and disturbed as little as possible.

The interfacial properties and the position of the interface relative to the height at which it formed was measured over a period of days until all parameters had stabilised. Information about interfacial properties was procured from the analysis of capillary wave fluctuations as previously described in [5, 108] and chapter 2. The interface was imaged over a period of approximately 25 minutes in which 5000 frames were recorded, then the capillary waves were analysed using Mathematica. The interface was located in each column of pixels by fitting a hyperbolic-tangent function to the intensities of the pixels along the column [79] as demonstrated in figure 2.6. When the interface became very diffuse, the fitting procedure failed for some of the columns. In this case the interface for that column was located in the mean position between located points either side of it. When more than 3% of the interface location failed, the interface could no longer be located accurately enough to determine the
interfacial properties.

Real space correlation functions of the interfacial fluctuations were constructed as described by eqn. (2.1). Using the capillary wave theory detailed in chapter 2 [47], we fit the experimental static and dynamic correlation functions to obtain the physical parameters of the interface ($L_c$, $\gamma$, $\tau$). The analysis differs slightly from that previously, (and in more detail in [5, 108]) as we attempt to quantify the uncertainty in our results. Here we split our recordings into 5 sections of 1000 frames, then calculated and analysed the correlation functions for each of these sections as described. We took the average value for each of the 5 fits and determined the associated error bars by calculating the standard deviation.

The average position of the interface was tracked over time by locating the position of the interface for a single frame and calculating its average height. The displacement of the interface was then recorded relative to the initial position of the interface, i.e. after it had first formed. For the sample with $H>H_{\text{crit}}$ the gas-liquid interface vanished and the ‘interface’ was then located by averaging the intensity across each of the rows in the image, and fitting a hyperbolic-tangent function to this averaged profile. This method produced almost identical results for the earlier less diffuse interfaces, and vastly improved the location at later times.

### 4.4 Results and discussion

In this section we will first discuss the qualitative aspects of the sedimentation dynamics in general, followed by a brief introduction to three specific cases. Next, we present quantitative results for these three cases.

Immediately after homogenisation, the sample starts to phase separate. The chosen state-points are in the spinodal region of the phase diagram, where the initial volume ratio of liquid to gas phase after phase separation is about 20:80. The phase separation process is in agreement with previous experiments on a different colloid-polymer mixture [7]. The typical lengthscale of the spinodal pattern increases, a process which is driven by interfacial tension, which tries to minimise the interfacial area [78]. This happens right after a diffusion-type regime, the timescale of which is too short to be recorded in our experiments [7, 25]. When the typical lengthscale has reached a certain size, gravity starts pulling the phases apart and
the liquid phase becomes discontinuous. A macroscopic interface between the two phases is formed at the bottom of the tube after about 10 minutes and rises upward as droplets of liquid sediment slowly towards the bottom. After a few hours a clean, macroscopic interface has been formed. At this timescale sedimentation gradients have not yet been established and the average colloid concentration is roughly homogeneous within the gas and liquid phase due to the relatively short demixing time and the considerable flow during this demixing, which would disturb any gradients in the concentration. Full thermal equilibrium will be established after the colloids and polymers have rearranged in the gravitational field, which takes days instead of hours.

We now monitor the macroscopic interface and study its properties from the initial formation until full sedimentation equilibrium has been reached. We will consider three separate cases: (i) the suspension height is close to the critical height \( H \approx H_{\text{crit}} \), (ii) larger than the critical height \( H > H_{\text{crit}} \), and (iii) smaller than the critical height \( H < H_{\text{crit}} \).

(i) \( H \approx H_{\text{crit}} \)

First we consider a tube of height \( L = 25 \text{ mm} \) containing sample with overall colloid and polymer concentrations \( \phi_c^0 = 0.052 \) and \( \phi_p^0 = 4.969 \), observed over a period of 9 days - see figure 4.1. It is known from additional previous experiments that the suspension height is close to the critical height where the equilibrium density profile across the interface will
be continuous. Immediately after its formation, the interface is extremely sharp (figure 4.1, t=14.1hrs) and remains so as it slowly rises while all the liquid drops fall through the gas phase and coalesce with the bulk liquid. As time progresses and the sedimentation equilibrium settles in, the interface becomes increasingly diffuse and can barely be located. Note that the absolute height of the interface cannot be deduced from these images as the sample was carefully moved to follow the interface during equilibration. This applies to all the image sequences.

(ii) $H > H_{\text{crit}}$

We now consider a sample with overall concentrations $\phi^0_c = 0.052$ and $\phi^0_p = 5.015$ sealed in a tube 18 mm high (figure 4.2). In this case the colloid concentration is a bit lower than in case (i) and the colloids have been synthesized in a different batch; it turns out that for this particular system the suspension height is greater than the critical height. Again we see that directly after its formation the interface is sharp and becomes increasingly diffuse during the
sedimentation process. After around 100 hrs it becomes very difficult to locate the position of the interface and after around 200 hours, at which equilibrium has been established, a smooth density gradient is clearly visible across the sample. No clear jump occurs across the interface.

(iii) $H < H_{\text{crit}}$

Finally we consider a tube with height 10 mm containing sample with $\phi_c^0 = 0.055$ and $\phi_p^0 = 4.959$ (figure 4.3). Here the height of the tube is considerably smaller than the critical height and the interface is not appreciably affected. No changes are recorded over 200 hours.

The above picture is in qualitative agreement with our expectations - the system slowly reaches equilibrium, thereby following a pathway directed to the critical point whilst the interface is slowly sinking. Equilibrium is reached on a timescale of days, compared the initial phase separation process which takes place on a timescale of hours.

Let us now continue with a quantitative analysis of the observations. Figure 4.4 shows the change in the height of the interface (with respect to an arbitrarily defined starting point) during the final stages of phase separation and the subsequent sedimentation process. For all cases a similar behaviour is observed; the interface height initially rises as all of the liquid droplets coalesce with the bulk liquid phase and the interface appears sharp during this time. Subsequently, the interface drops as the colloids and the polymers rearrange under the influence of gravity, until a final position is gradually reached. For case (iii) there is no perceptible change in the interface roughness, but $H$ is still considerably larger than $\xi_c$, and the interface position changes significantly but on a much smaller scale compared to the cases (i) and (ii). The extent of the displacement and kinetic pathway both depend sensitively on the overall concentrations and suspension height.
Figure 4.4: Interfacial height as a function of time relative to an arbitrary starting point for (a) case (i), (b) case (ii) and (c) case (iii).

The velocity with which the interface drops –obtained from the change in the interfacial height with time (figure 4.4), can be interpreted as follows; for case (i) the velocity around 50 hrs was measured to be $8.3 \times 10^{-4} \mu \text{ms}^{-1}$, which is comparable to the sedimentation velocity of a single colloidal particle (with radius $R_c$), $u_s = m^*g/6\pi\eta R_c \sim 4 \times 10^{-4} \mu \text{ms}^{-1}$, where we set the viscosity $\eta$ of either the liquid or gas phase to about 10 mPa s, in line with measurements on a nearby statepoint. Complicating factors due to the presence of the other colloids and polymers are ignored, but the sedimentation velocity seems to give a good indication of the interface displacement velocity. Note that the self-diffusion time of a colloid and polymer are expected to be of comparable magnitude due to their similar size, such that the polymers can easily respond to the sedimentation of the colloids.

We can further quantify the observations by analyzing the thermal capillary waves at the interface during sedimentation equilibration. The recording time takes around 25 minutes, during which the interface will sediment by about 1 $\mu$m, which is expected to have a small effect on the analysis. The interfacial width is obtained by fitting a hyperbolic tangent profile through an averaged intensity profile from a single confocal microscopy picture. Other methods, e.g. directly determining $\langle h^2 \rangle$, give qualitatively similar results but break down when fluctuations become considerable. For the cases (i) and (ii) (see figure 4.5 (a) and (b)), the interfacial width increases drastically, in agreement with the confocal laser scanning microscopy images. There is a strong increase in the amplitude of the fluctuations, which is consistent with the notion that the effective temperature of the system increases as the sed-
imentation gradient is established. At the longest times the error in the roughness increases somewhat as the interface becomes very broad. For case (i) the data does not level off as in case (ii), indicating that the system has perhaps not reached full equilibrium, although the relative interface position seemed to have found its equilibrium value. For case (iii) we see that there is some scatter in the data, but no trend as a function of time.

We assume that during the sedimentation process the fluctuations can be described by capillary wave theory, i.e. the mean amplitude of each fluctuation is given by eqn. (2.2). We will discuss the assumption at a later stage. The changes of the interfacial parameters as a function of time are presented in figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. We clearly see that for cases (i) and (ii) the interfacial tension decreases with time, in line with a slow increase of the effective temperature (or a decrease of the effective polymer volume fraction in the

Figure 4.5: Interfacial roughness as a function of time for (a) case (i), (b) case (ii) and (c) case (iii).

Figure 4.6: Interfacial tension as a function of time for (a) case (i), (b) case (ii) and (c) case (iii). The black squares denote the interfacial tension determined from the static correlation function, the open circles from the dynamic correlation function.
hypothetical reservoir). The interfacial tension derived from the dynamic correlation function yields systematically higher values than those derived from the static correlation function, although the overall trend is quite similar. The reason for the deviation is not entirely clear, but a similar effect has been observed in previous work [102]. Moreover, the dynamic analysis will be more sensitive to any slow time effects than the static one. We cannot follow the behaviour of the interfacial tension (either through the static or the dynamic route) all the way to full sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium; at some point in time the interfaces have become too broad and the fluctuation analysis is no longer reliable. For case (i) this happens close to the point where the interface finds its equilibrium position, for case (ii) this happens well before that. The situation, however, is different for case (iii). Here, the interfacial tension remains fairly constant over time (in line with the evolution of the interfacial roughness) although the displacement of the interface is clearly noticeable but small.

Both the capillary length (figure 4.7) and capillary time (figure 4.8) show behaviour consistent with an increase in effective temperature for the cases (i) and (ii), whereas not much is seen to happen in case (iii). The data sets for these parameters are noisier than those for the interfacial tension, especially at later times (cases (i) and (ii)), where the interfacial picture generally breaks down and the correlation functions are no longer adequately described by the theoretical expressions.

As mentioned above, we make the assumption that capillary wave theory can be applied during the sedimentation process. The key equation, eqn. (2.2) can be derived using me-
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Figure 4.8: Capillary time as a function of time for (a) case (i), (b) case (ii) and (c) case (iii).

Mechanical and statistical mechanical arguments. Mechanically, the gravitational penalty for displacing matter against gravity and the interfacial penalty for increasing the interfacial area are taken into account for each fluctuation-mode. Statistically, one then invokes the equipartition theorem stating that the work needed to create each mode equals $k_B T/2$. This means that during the time of a single measurement the system should be in local equilibrium, both mechanically and thermally, for capillary wave theory to apply. Obviously, the effective temperature associated with the amplitude of the depletion attraction changes in the course of a measurement, however, the real temperature responsible and hence the thermal energy $k_B T$ does not change. The assumption of mechanical equilibrium is supported by the fact that the theoretical expressions for the correlation functions describe the experimental correlation functions quite nicely, especially when fluctuations are not too large. This is in line with the very small changes expected during the relatively short recording time.

The idea of having a local, mechanical equilibrium (which only changes very slowly with time) is in agreement with observations of the gas-liquid meniscus close to the vertical front glass wall. Close to the wall the profile of the meniscus is defined by the balance between the Laplace and hydrostatic pressures, which again follows from mechanical equilibrium. The governing length-scale is the capillary length [109], which in principle can be measured from the exact shape of the profile as shown in experiments on a different set of colloid-polymer mixtures [16, 51]. Here, we observe that the capillary length indeed decreases as a function of time, although it is difficult to fit the profiles accurately, since the capillary length is quite small, the interface fluctuations are large and the microscope resolution in this direction is
poor. But the mere presence of a curved meniscus and its slow change with time does point to the presence of local, mechanical equilibrium.

4.5 Conclusion

We have shown how an initially homogeneous gas-liquid phase separated colloid-polymer mixture finds its full sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium in Earth’s gravitational field. Three different cases have been presented. In case (i) the suspension height $H$ was close to the critical height $H_{\text{crit}}$, such that in full equilibrium the colloidal gas-colloidal liquid interface would just disappear. In case (ii) $H$ was well above $H_{\text{crit}}$ and in equilibrium there would be a continuously varying density gradient. Finally, in case (iii) the suspension height was relatively small, such that gravity would only play a minor role. After phase separation had completed all three cases had a similar starting point: a colloidal liquid phase in coexistence with a colloidal gas phase, with density gradients yet to be established. We show that the sedimentation of the colloids in a colloid-polymer mixture always leads to an increase of the effective temperature of the mixture due to a reduction of the amplitude of the depletion potential between the colloids. In this study we have followed the kinetic pathway of the sedimentation process as the systems goes from low to high effective temperature.

The three cases showed that the interface remained in local mechanical and thermal equilibrium during the sedimentation process and we applied capillary wave theory to measure the interfacial parameters. For the cases (i) and (ii) the interfacial tension gradually decreased until the fluctuations could no longer be analysed. For case (iii) the effective temperature
change was rather small and no clear differences were seen for the interfacial tension. The other interfacial parameters were in agreement with this picture. Close to a vertical wall a similar pattern was observed and the height of the meniscus was seen to decrease during equilibration.

It thus seems that we effectively scan the phase diagram during sedimentation equilibration and that we can bring the system far into the one-phase region, but the system’s response is very slow. Furthermore, the previously established connection between suspension height and the critical point [102] also affects the present observations. We are in the unique position where gravity drives the system towards criticality, although ultimately, it will also be limited by it, see for example the review by Moldover et al. [110] and the work specifically discussing capillary waves in a gravitational field by Sengers and Van Leeuwen [111].

The present approach may be of further use in studies dealing with the universality class of colloid-polymer mixtures. In both simulations and theory it has been shown that the system belongs to the 3 dimensional Ising universality class if the polymer reservoir concentration is taken as a control parameter [98,112–115]. In a range of experiments, renormalized exponents have been found when the colloid volume fraction was used as the control parameter [96,116]. Other behaviour has been found as well [94,95,97], and the extent of the critical region has recently been explored [99], possibly illustrating the need for further experiments, in which the presented approach may be useful. However, the precise determination of $H_{\text{crit}}$, the dependency of $H_{\text{crit}}$ on the exact starting concentrations, the sensitivity of the experiment to external noise and the long inherent times involved may be a limiting factor.

Finally, we qualitatively understand the system moves from a low effective temperature to a higher one through a series of local equilibria, and we observe the governing timescale for this process to be closely related to the sedimentation velocity of the colloids. However, a fully quantitative and microscopic theoretical description of the sedimentation process is still lacking. To this end, computer simulations or the recently developed dynamic density functional theory [117, 118] could be invoked in an attempt to provide a more in-depth description of the experimental observations.
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Chapter 5

Tuning the demixing of colloid-polymer systems through the dispersing solvent

ABSTRACT

We report measurements on fluid-fluid phase separation in a colloid-polymer mixture by means of confocal scanning laser microscopy and we show that we can access the various coarsening regimes by tuning the properties of the solvent. By increasing the viscosity of the solvent we are able to access the diffusive-hydrodynamic regime of spinodal decomposition. By matching the density of the solvent and colloids we are able to grow structures to large length scales before they are destroyed by buoyancy forces. Tuning the solvent’s density furthermore gives control over which phase flows up and down, illustrating the flexibility of this particular system.

5.1 Introduction

Fluid-fluid demixing, which e.g. occurs when shaking a flask of balsamic oil and vinegar, displays a rich dynamics of patterns. The initial thermodynamic instability, taking place at the microscopic scale, is followed by what are essentially mechanical instabilities. These may lead to macroscopic patterns, and ultimately two (bulk) phases are formed separated by an interface. Here we will focus on spinodal decomposition, which occurs whenever the phase
separation starts from the unstable part of the phase diagram, as opposed to nucleation and growth, which starts from the metastable part [24,119]. The demixing is such a generic process that the phenomenology has been observed for example in binary fluid mixtures [120], metal alloys [121,122], complex plasmas [123], polymer-polymer mixtures [124–126], colloid-polymer mixtures [7,127], foods [128], etc.

In this chapter we shall study the phase separation process in our colloid-polymer mixture, where the depletion interaction may drive phase separation into the colloidal gas, liquid and crystal phases [32,33]. The phase behaviour was first calculated by Gast et al. [34,35] and Vincent et al. [36,37], who identified that the topology of the phase diagram depends on the polymer-to-colloid size ratio. However, the polymer partitioning between the phases was not taken into account. This was first realized by Lekkerkerker and colleagues [38,41] in what has become known as the free volume theory: a physically insightful, flexible and powerful approach that has been validated in extensive computer simulations and different theoretical methods, see for example the recent review by Tuinier and Fleer [129] and references therein.

We will focus on fluid-fluid phase separation into the colloidal liquid and colloidal gas phases. The different regimes in the demixing process will be introduced in more detail in the next section, but the demixing can roughly be divided in an early initial stage, where the most unstable wavelength develops without actually coarsening, the so-called linear Cahn-Hilliard regime (LCH) [130]. This is followed by a diffusive regime where the typical lengthscale $L$ coarsens as time $t^\alpha$, with the coarsening exponent $\alpha \sim 1/3$ followed by a viscous-hydrodynamic regime with $\alpha = 1$ [78] (this depends to some extent on the role of hydrodynamics [119]). This may finally be followed by an inertial regime [119,131], or it may be cut-off by gravity driven flow [78]. Note that the precise values of the growth exponent $\alpha$ may depend on the precise role of hydrodynamic interactions [25].

If one is not too close to the critical point one may expect that the lengthscale developing in the early initial stage is only a few particle diameters large [7]. A colloidal particle with radius $R_c = 100$ nm will only take a few milliseconds to diffuse over its own diameter in a low viscosity liquid such as water and very handwavingly one may expect that the linear Cahn-Hilliard regime is then rather short. Similarly, one may expect that for sharp interfaces to form colloids will have to diffuse over only a few times their particle diameters as well,
such that this regime may also be quite short. We have used this as a rationale for previous observations where we observed the viscous hydrodynamic regime in the phase separation process, but not the preceding regimes: the time between homogenization and start of the microscopy measurements was long enough for these regimes to have passed [7]. If this view is correct one should be able to tune the actual (not the physical) timescale of these regimes by increasing the viscosity of the dispersing liquid, which is the approach we will follow here. The physical timescale, which is related to the physical process taking place and which introduces a reduced or dimensionless time, remains unchanged (for example, the colloid self-diffusion time is $\sim R^2/6D$, irrespective of the absolute value of the viscosity).

We will furthermore focus on the onset of gravity driven flow [78], for which the governing lengthscale is the capillary length $L_c = \sqrt{\gamma/\Delta \rho g}$. This can be tuned either through the interfacial tension or the density difference, which are both a function of the statepoint. The density difference represents the difference in mass between the two phases, which also depends on the density of the solvent. We will show that varying the solvent density changes the onset of the gravity driven flow regime.

We structure this chapter as follows; in section 5.2 we will introduce the relevant length- and timescales behind the phase separation process. The next section (section 5.3), will describe the experimental system and method, followed by the results and discussion (section 5.4). We will conclude in section 5.5, where we compare our findings to related experiments.

## 5.2 Theory

When a colloid-polymer mixture is quenched into the unstable region of the phase diagram the initial phase behaviour is determined by the free energy landscape. At this early stage, the relative density changes and the gradients in the density across the system are small [25]. Density fluctuations with large wavelengths lead to a reduction in the free energy of the system and thus are thermodynamically more favorable, whereas those with smaller wavelengths are kinetically favorable as the particles only have to travel shorter distances. As predicted by Cahn [132] this leads to a fastest growing mode $q_m$ within the system, where
the wavelength $L = 2\pi/q_m$ associated with this fluctuation is calculated to be a few times the colloidal diameter $\sigma$ in a colloid-polymer mixture not too close to the critical point using a squared-gradient approach [7]. This initial stage is known as the ‘Linear Cahn-Hilliard’ (LCH) regime.

As the density fluctuations across the system become larger, the system continues to be driven by gradients in the chemical potential. The compositions of the two phases approach their equilibrium constituencies and the correlation length $L$ grows in the diffusive regime as [78]:

$$L = \left(\frac{k_B T}{\eta \alpha t}\right)^{1/3},$$

(5.1)

where $\eta$ is the viscosity and $\alpha = 1/3$.

When sharp interfaces are formed, the phase separation becomes driven by interfacial tension $\gamma$. The minimisation of the interfacial area of the domains will drive internal viscous flow, and the dynamics are described by the Navier-Stokes equations. At low Reynold’s number the balance between the Laplace pressure and viscous forces drives the system to coarsen in the linear regime ($\alpha = 1$) as [78]:

$$L \propto \frac{\gamma t}{\eta t}.$$  

(5.2)

When the lengthscale of the spinodal structures grow to a size comparable to the capillary length in the system, the domains will be destroyed by buoyancy forces and the separation crosses into the gravity driven regime [78]. The heavier phase will sediment to the bottom of the suspension in vertical lanes, the phase which breaks up depends on the relative volumes and viscosities of the phases, as shown by Onuki [76]. Dependant on the density difference between the phases, the appearance of the flow may bear similarity to the Rayleigh Taylor instability [7, 133, 134].

By tuning the properties of the solvent in the system, it is possible to change the time and lengthscales associated with each of the regimes in spinodal decomposition. If we increase the solvent viscosity we should be able to slow down the phase separation, allowing us to increase the time spent in the diffusive regime before a crossover to linear coarsening. If densities of the solvent and colloids are matched, we should be able to grow large spinodal structures before the domains are ripped apart by gravity. Below we will explore these ideas.
5.3 Experimental system and method

Stock solutions of PMMA colloids and xanthan polymer dispersed in water were prepared as described in chapter 2. This system based entirely in a water solvent was used to prepare sample 1 (see table 5.1), which is at a statepoint relatively close to the critical isochore. The solvent of the stock colloid solution was then converted to a solution of approximately 23% water and 77% glycerol by repeated centrifugation. Colloidal suspensions dispersed almost entirely in glycerol were found to be unstable at long times and high concentrations. We can tune the state point, solvent viscosity and relative densities in the system by mixing together stock colloids, xanthan, glycerol and water in different quantities. The radii of the colloids in the new solvent mixtures were remeasured using DLS as non-cross-linked PMMA particles are prone to swelling [136], however no significant changes were observed. An investigation into changes in the radius of gyration of the polymer proved inconclusive, but no large effect was expected. By increasing the ratio of glycerol to water in the solvent we altered the positions of both the spinodal and binodal of the phase diagram; full phase diagrams were not produced for these new systems due to the long timescales associated with their phase separation. We found that increasing the ratio of glycerol decreased the amount of liquid phase, generally lowered the interfacial tension in the system and moved the binodal towards the lower left hand corner of the phase diagram. The refractive index mismatch between the PMMA colloids and the solvent also was reduced, which changed the scattering properties of the colloids and thus the appearance of the system under the microscope. The following samples, summarized in the table above, were prepared and allowed to equilibrate for at least 3 days in their new solvents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>φc</th>
<th>φp</th>
<th>Glycerol:water ratio of solvent</th>
<th>Estimated Δρ_{colloid–solvent} (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Estimated η_{solvent} (cP) [135]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>2.456</td>
<td>0:100</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>1.904</td>
<td>80:20</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>3.005</td>
<td>69:31</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Sample details
The samples were homogenised by vortexing and the long-time phase separations were recorded in real space using CSLM in the direction parallel to gravity using a 10x magnification lens. The system was homogenised carefully in small volumes, and allowed to phase separate in glass containers of dimensions designed to minimise solvent flow but not confine the system. The homogenisation process could cause the formation of air bubbles in the solvent, particularly in systems of high glycerol content. These would rip apart the spinodal structure and break up the network into droplets. In addition, any flow of the solvent during phase separation will distort the domains, destroying the symmetry of the phase separation. The initial stages of the phase separations were also observed under 63x magnification perpendicular to gravity in a drop pipetted onto a glass coverslip.

The coarsening rate of the system was determined by performing 2-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms (FFT) on the CLSM images, as described in [125] and [7]. The Fourier transforms were radially averaged to obtain the structure factor $I(k, t)$, where $I$ is the intensity of the image and $k$ is the wavevector. The wavevector at the maximum intensity $I_{\text{max}} \equiv I(k_{\text{max}}, t)$ was obtained fitting a Gaussian curve to the data. The correlation length in the system corresponds to $L = L_{\text{image}}/k_{\text{max}}$ where $L_{\text{image}}$ is the image width and the coarsening rate in the system was obtained by plotting $L$ against time.

### 5.4 Results and discussion

In figure 5.1 we show the phase separation of sample 1, a PMMA-xanthan-water system. We observe the distinctive bi-continuous spinodal structure (5s) which immediately coarsens (29s). Once the domains grow to a size comparable to the capillary length in the system

![Figure 5.1: CSLM images of the phase separation of sample 1: lowest viscosity solvent.](image)
Figure 5.2: Characteristic lengthscale $L$ vs time for sample 1. The full line represents a linear fit to the data between 7 and 42s.

The structure begins to collapse under its own weight (74s), and by the final image (146s) the system has entered the gravity driven regime. The heavier liquid phase sediments downwards and mushroom-like heads form as the density difference between the phases leads to a Rayleigh-Taylor like instability. The coarsening rate of the system (figure 5.2) is obtained from the CSLM images in figure 5.1. By the first image, the interfaces are already sharp and the spinodal network has formed. In a sample with a low-viscosity solvent, it can be calculated that the diffusive regime is completed within less than a second and is therefore not accessible in this instance. The system coarsens in the linear regime from the start of the data recording (corresponding to figure 5.1, 5s and 29s), and a linear fit is performed on the data. After around 40s the spinodal structure begins to collapse under gravity (figure 5.1, 74s and 146s) and the lengthscale diverges due to the break in symmetry. The prefactor of eqn. (5.2) is found to be of the order of 1, which is comparable to the value found in [7].

We now consider the second sample, where we raise the viscosity of the solvent to allow us to observe early time regimes - see figure 5.3. Growth in the diffusive regime is inversely proportional to $\eta^{1/3}$, thus we expect an increase in the viscosity to have a dramatic effect on the timescale of the phase separation. The change in the viscosity of the homogenised mixture may be quite substantial, since the viscosity of the solvent has already increased by a factor of 60. Again we see that the system decomposes with a spinodal morphology (5242s), although the interfaces are extremely diffuse, even at later times (43250s). The
Figure 5.3: CSLM images of the phase separation of sample 2: highest viscosity solvent. Colloids are now less dense than the solvent, consequently during the gravity driven regime, the colloid rich liquid phase unusually sediments upwards (83570s). The liquid phase at this state point is very much in the minority so breaks up. The relative density between the phases is now smaller and there is not such a clear Rayleigh-Taylor effect.

A plot of $L$ vs time for this sample clearly shows the existence of a non-linear regime at early times (figure 5.4 (a).) A plot of $L$ vs $t^{1/3}$ (figure 5.4 (b)) yields a straight line for around 27000s indicating that coarsening progresses with the power law $L \propto t^{1/3}$. The gradient of this fitted line ($6.3 \times 10^{-7}$) is very close to the prefactor predicted by eqn. 5.1, $(k_B T/\eta)^{1/3} = 4.1 \times 10^{-7}$ ms$^{-1/3}$. Here we use the estimated solvent viscosity for the value of $\eta$, the correct choice of viscosity value is a subject currently under discussion. The system crosses over to the linear regime for a short time (around 10000s) however this is not clearly established before $L$ diverges as gravity makes the spinodal structures collapse. The

Figure 5.4: (a) Characteristic length scale $L$ vs time for sample 2, (b) Characteristic length scale $L$ vs $t^{1/3}$ for sample 2
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extremely diffuse interfaces observed in figure 5.3 are expected as equilibrium concentrations in the liquid and gas phases are not formed until the end of the diffusive regime. The change of solvent to glycerol is observed to reduce the interfacial tension in the system and thus the interfaces appear rough even as the structures are ripped apart by gravity.

Figure 5.5 shows the phase separation of sample 2 at very early times using a 63x magnification lens. The colloids are slightly smaller than the resolution of the microscope. The first image shows a reasonably well homogenised sample however there is still some structure present. We see the system coarsens, and distinct domains form. The images are analysed using a 2 dimensional FFT as previously - in figure 5.6 (a) we present a plot of $L$ vs t. The data is taken over such a short time interval that the curvature expected from the

Figure 5.6: (a) Characteristic length scale $L$ against time at early times for sample 2. (b) Structure factors at 1.6s, 5.4s, 10.1s, 20.4s, 30.5s, 60.2s and 140s.
t^{1/3} power law is very small, and the plot appears linear. The structure factors (5.6 (b)) are extremely broad, consequently it is difficult to precisely define the position of \( k_{\text{max}} \) and therefore \( L \), particularly in the very initial stages. It is not clear if we are able to access the linear Cahn-Hilliard regime, in any case the initial shearing effects in the sample due to homogenisation and injecting the sample onto the slide may well distort the phase separation at small lengthscales. It is suggested that for these reasons the width of the structure factors is unexpectedly large. The emerging wavevector corresponds to a wavelength of around 18 particle diameters; such lengthscales during this regime have been previously documented in [128] and indicate that we are in close proximity to the critical point. The FFT analysis becomes unreliable after around 140s as the small field of view of the 63x lens leads to a lack of resolution in the structure factor at small wavevectors.

For sample 3, we minimise the density difference between colloids and the solvent, greatly increasing the capillary length in the system. We continue to observe coarsening via spinodal decomposition (figure 5.7 409s), but the structures are able to grow to an increased size (3530s) before they collapse under the effects of gravity. It is observed that during the gravity driven regime (in this case the liquid still sediments downwards) neither phase forms the mushroom-like heads characteristic of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, as the densities of the two phases are very similar.

The results from the FFT analysis are quantified in figure 5.8. The spinodal structures are observed to coarsen in the linear regime - the viscosity of the solvent is not sufficient to access the diffusive regime. The discontinuities in the data occur when the microscope
Figure 5.8: Characteristic length scale $L$ against time for sample 3. The full line represents a linear fit to the full dataset.

is refocussed during the phase separation. After the sample reaches around 75 $\mu$m in size it is no longer possible to analyse the structures using the FFT analysis due to the lack of resolution at small wavevectors. It can be deduced by eye that the structures continue to coarsen a little further and then collapse under gravity. Due to scattering it is not possible to image deep into the sample, thus it is possible that at large lengthscales the presence of the wall may affect the coarsening of this sample.

The growth of such symmetrical networks suggests that the coarsening of the domains in all samples undergoing spinodal decomposition can be described by a single lengthscale (in this case $L$) and it has been predicted by Binder and Schaufler [73] that the structure factor should scale dynamically as: $I(k, t) = k_{\text{max}}^{-3}F(k/k_{\text{max}})$ where $F$ is a universal scaling function. There is some difficulty in the practical application of this theory; following the treatment explained by Verhaegh [127], dynamic scaling has been experimentally observed in the demixing of colloid-polymer mixtures using light scattering [127, 128] and in real space [7]. The shapes of the scaling functions are described by Furukawa’s theory [137] for critical mixtures:

$$I = I_{\text{max}} \left(\frac{4(k/k_{\text{max}})^2}{3 + (k/k_{\text{max}})^8}\right), \quad (5.3)$$
Figure 5.9: Dynamical scaling of the structure factor for each sample. The scatterplots represent experimental data at the stated times, and the full and dashed lines denote scaling functions for critical and off-critical demixing as proposed by Furukawa. [137]

and off-critical mixtures:

\[ I = I_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{3(k/k_{\text{max}})^2}{2 + (k/k_{\text{max}})^6} \right). \]  

(5.4)

The structure factors for each sample are dynamically scaled in figure 5.9. For sample 1 we see the structure factors collapse onto a curve well described by Furukawa’s critical scaling function. Sample 3 (figure 5.9(c)) also scales to the function for critical demixing; the curve is broad due to noise in the data. The lack of resolution in the structure factor at small wavevectors is magnified in the dynamical scaling as the domains become large. Finally we consider sample 2 (figure 5.9 (b)) where we access early time regimes. The scaled curves are too broad at early times, but the scaling improves as time progresses, and by around 20000s the scaled curves are well described by the off-critical function. It is unsurprising that this sample follows the prediction for off-critical demixing as there is a very low liquid content at this statepoint. It is speculated that the lack of dynamic scaling could to be due to the fact that the equilibrium concentrations of components are not well established in the initial stages [138].

5.5 Conclusion

We have shown that we can access the various regimes in the spinodal decomposition of a colloid-polymer mixture by tuning the properties of the dispersing solvent, in particular its
viscosity and density. By increasing the viscosity we are able to observe the initial stage of spinodal decomposition, where the system coarsens in the diffusive hydrodynamic regime with $\alpha \sim 1/3$. We do not observe the linear Cahn-Hilliard regime (LCH, $\alpha = 0$), despite having slowed down the system so drastically and having large initial lengths. The linear Cahn-Hilliard regime has been observed by Bhat et al. in a mixture of casein micelles (acting as the colloids) and xanthan polymer in water [128], very similar to the xanthan used in this work. The authors speculate that their observation of the LCH regime may partially be due to the screening of hydrodynamic interactions by the polymers, with the underlying thought that the polymers form a network at these high polymer concentrations. However, they also note that in similar experiments on colloidal teflon spheres and xanthan polymer in water no evidence of the LCH regime had been found [71]. Bhat et al. further indicate that the observation of this regime may be due to the high polydispersity and low surface charge of the casein micelles or the low density mismatch between the colloids and the solvent. In this work, where the density difference is very small, and in experiments done at the International Space Station (ISS), where gravitational effects are extremely small, the LCH regime is not observed [138]. We thus believe that a microscopic explanation, such as the surface charge or the polydispersity, may be the reason for the absence/presence of the LCH regime. This is something which may be easier to explore in simulations. Furthermore, the distance to the critical point must play a role here as well.

By tuning the density mismatch we observe that the gravity driven flow regime can be postponed considerably, such that we can follow the scaling regimes for almost four decades in time, which becomes comparable to experiments performed on the International Space Station [138]. Previous work by Beysens et al. had already shown that density matching can reproduce experiments performed in microgravity [139–141]. In line with recent experiments on colloid-polymer mixtures made at the ISS, and with earlier experiments on density matched binary liquids [141], the crossover from the diffusive hydrodynamic to the linear growth regime seems very slow. Although at low and intermediate viscosities the diffusive hydrodynamic regime has not been detected, the linear growth regime can still be followed over three decades in time. Moreover, we can tune the buoyancy such that the colloidal rich phase can either be at the bottom or at the top of the cell. This feature will
turn useful when studying fluctuations at wetting layers (see [142] and chapter 6), since a standard inverted laser scanning microscopy setup can be used. Furthermore, the capillary length, which is the parallel correlation length of the height-height interface fluctuations, can be systematically varied and confined, and insights into the intrinsic profile might thus be obtained [143].
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Chapter 6

Surface effects on the demixing of colloid-polymer systems

ABSTRACT

We study the effect of a solid surface upon the fluid-fluid phase separation of a colloid-polymer mixture in real space, exploring demixing from both the unstable and metastable regions of the phase diagram. The presence of wall breaks the symmetry of the phase separation morphology in the direction perpendicular to the surface, influencing the coarsening behaviour of domains. We analyse the thickening of the wetting layer, and demonstrate that hydrodynamic transport processes can significantly increase the rate of wetting layer growth. We also discuss the effect of a crossover in the demixing regime of bulk domains upon the growth of this layer. To our knowledge, these observations are the first in colloid-polymer mixtures, and we compare our findings to previous results from experiment and simulation.

6.1 Introduction

The demixing of fluids has been extensively studied by both experimentalists and theoreticians for the past four decades. The decomposition of a homogenised mixture leads to the development of complex patterns, which coarsen as the system moves towards equilibrium. If these fluids are brought in the vicinity of a solid wall, it is likely that the surface will have a preference for one of the phases over the other, leading to a build up of a layer of
the preferred phase on the surface. On equilibration the strength of the interactions between the fluid phases and the surface are characterised by the contact angle between the fluid-fluid interface and the wall [109]. When an unstable mixture decomposes in contact with a wetting surface, two different processes occur: bulk phase separation and wetting layer growth. The surface field can have a dramatic effect on the evolving morphology [144], and results in different coarsening behaviour in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the wall, breaking the symmetry of the phase separation [145–147]. This phenomenon is known as surface directed spinodal decomposition (SDSD), and is of considerable interest as a demixing sample shall never be entirely free of surface effects, for example due to the walls of its container, or its interface with air.

### 6.2 Background

The morphology and dynamics of bulk phase separation, which occurs when a system is quenched into the unstable or metastable regions of its phase diagram is already well established. There are two differing methods of decomposition: generally a system demixing from the unstable region will exhibit a spinodal network morphology, whereas a quench from the metastable region will lead to demixing via the nucleation and growth mechanism [24]. The two regions are separated by the spinodal, the exact position of which can be difficult to locate [148]. The dynamics of phase separation can be characterised by growth of domains of size $L$, described by power laws of the form $L(t) \sim t^\alpha$. The growth exponent $\alpha$, differs depending on the coarsening regime.

In the very early stages of spinodal decomposition, density fluctuations are governed by the free energy landscape; the most unstable wavelength grows in amplitude without actually coarsening in what is known as the Linear Cahn-Hilliard regime [24, 130]. This is followed firstly by a diffusive regime where $\alpha \sim 1/3$, then a viscous hydrodynamic regime where $\alpha = 1$ [78]. This may be followed by an inertial regime [131], or the effect of buoyancy forces may rip apart the network structure and the system will continue to separate driven by gravity [78]. The exact growth exponents may depend on the precise role of hydrodynamic interactions [25]. The condition for a bicontinuous network has been derived by Onuki [76]
to be $\phi_1/\eta_1 \sim \phi_2/\eta_2$, where $\phi$ and $\eta$ are the volume fractions and viscosities of the two components respectively. Should this condition be violated as the decomposition progresses, interconnecting tubes in the spinodal network may disconnect; the phase which breaks into droplets is determined by the relative viscosities and volume fractions in the system. A more detailed theoretical description of spinodal decomposition is provided in the previous chapter.

A system quenched into the metastable region of the phase diagram shall demix via the nucleation and growth of droplets or bubbles of the minority phase. Once again the initial stages of coarsening are determined by the free energy landscape, however only density fluctuations of sufficient size will be energetically favourable. The low probability of a suitably high amplitude fluctuations leads to an induction time before phase separation commences [24]. Once nuclei of the minority phase form, they can then coarsen by coalescence [73] or Ostwald ripening [74]. The growth of droplets is characterised by the exponent $\alpha \sim 1/3$ known as the Lifshitz-Slyozov (L-S) growth law [74], until buoyancy forces become dominant, and the separation becomes gravity driven [78].

During the phase separation process, the preferential attraction of one of the phases to a solid wall can cause a significant alteration of the phase separation morphology and dynamics [144]. There is no theoretical framework for the evolution of complex patterns and domain growth of a system undergoing SDSD as for the bulk, however there has been considerable progress in experiments and simulations, see for example the reviews by Geoghegan and Krausch [149], and Puri [150]. Previous results have proved dependent on specificities of the system studied, for example the relevance of hydrodynamics, quench depth, as well as the range and depth of the attraction of the surface field, which characterises the interaction between the fluids and the surface.

It has been well established that should a two phase system demix in contact with a wetting surface, this surface shall become the origin of an oscillating density wave which propagates perpendicular to the surface into the bulk, breaking the symmetry of the domains [145]. These waves were extensively explored experimentally in the early 90s in polymer blends [145, 151] and via simulation [146, 152, 153]. For fluid-fluid phase separations this morphology consists of a wetting layer of the preferred phase on the surface, then a further
(depletion) layer of the non preferred phase [154], possibly followed by additional alternating layers. In the proximity of the surface, the wavelength of the density oscillations coarsens with a power law; its amplitude decreasing at distances further away from the surface where the wave is destroyed by isotropic bulk fluctuations [145, 146, 155]. The distance that the wave penetrates the bulk is dependent on the strength of the surface field and the depth of the quench [147, 155–157]. Should the system separate via the nucleation and growth mechanism, a similar layered morphology is observed, however the timescales of coarsening are expected to be slower than a system demixing via spinodal decomposition. In addition, whether the minority phase preferentially wets or dries the surface leads to differences in the competition between the demixing and wetting processes, and therefore different potential gradients drive the phase separation process [158–160].

In the bulk, the demixing process is characterised by one lengthscale, the average domain size $L$. The break in symmetry of the phase separation due to the presence of the wetting surface means that average domain sizes in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the surface are likely to differ [146, 151, 153]. The work of Brown and Chakrabarti [146], demonstrated that although the physical lengthscales of domains parallel and perpendicular to the surface may differ, they coarsen by the same power law with different prefactors quantifying their difference in size. The average wetting layer thickness, often defined as the width of the first peak of the density profile, should be proportional to the wavelength of this oscillation, and therefore grow with the same growth exponent as the domains in the direction perpendicular to the surface. Brown and Chakrabarti [146] argued that even if domain sizes in different planes are different, if each of the lengthscales (domain size in the bulk, parallel and perpendicular directions and wetting layer thickness) all grow with the same exponent, then there is one dominating lengthscale describing coarsening behaviour close to the surface, and scaling behaviour should be observed. This was illustrated by showing that the density oscillations dynamically scale with the wetting layer thickness $l(t)$, a hypothesis experimentally verified by Krausch et al. [151] (see also further discussion in [147, 161]).

A variety of wetting layer growth laws have been observed in experiment and simulation for systems undergoing SDSD. A number of studies on systems in the diffusive regime [146,
151,156] have exhibited a $l(t) \sim t^{1/3}$ growth, notably the same growth exponent for domains of bulk systems in the diffusive spinodal regime. However the growth exponent is found to be dependent on the size and range of surface potential [162,163] and slower growth laws have been observed [164,165].

Should the tube structure of the spinodal network be connected to the wetting layer, faster growth laws have been observed. This is attributed to a hydrodynamic pumping mechanism which transports material to the wetting layer via connecting tubes to bulk domains [166,167]. A growth law of $l(t) \sim t^4$ has been observed in [168] and [155] - the same growth exponent for bulk domains coarsening in the hydrodynamic regime. A further faster growth law of $l(t) \sim t^{3/2}$ has been observed in the experiments of Wiltzuis and Cummings [169]. The mechanism behind this growth law is not understood, but is thought to be purely hydrodynamic in origin; suggestions for the underlying reasons have been considered in [153,167]. A crossover between growth exponents of 1/3 to 1 has been observed in simulations [155,170] and is explained with a phenomenological argument analogous to the crossover between the diffusive and hydrodynamic regimes in bulk phase separation.

For off-critical mixtures separating via the nucleation and growth mechanism, wetting layer growth is found to be dependent on whether the minority or majority phase is preferred by the surface, quench depth, surface field, and degree of off-criticality [149,159,160]. Should the minority phase wet the surface, both a logarithmic growth law, $l(t) \sim \ln(t)$, and the L-S growth law, $l(t) \sim t^{1/3}$, have been predicted, and the growth exponent may cross from a slower to a faster law at a time determined by the relative field strengths within the sample [158,159]. For the case of the logarithmic growth law, dynamic scaling is expected to break down as the wetting layer coarsens with a different exponent to the bulk droplets, which coarsen via the L-S growth law [159]. Should the droplets formed be of the non-wetting phase, the competition between the surface and the bulk for the wetting phase leads to a slow growth of the wetting layer, $l(t) \sim t^{1/6}$ [158] or $l(t) \sim \ln(t)$ [159]. Dependant on the quench depth, surface induced nucleation phenomena [171] may also affect the wetting layer growth, however we shall not consider this situation here.

In this chapter we shall study the effects of a single wall upon the phase separation of a colloid-polymer mixture. We shall present evidence of the effect of the anisotropic surface
wave on our samples, determine the wetting layer growth in our system and compare our results to the findings above.

6.3 Experimental system and image analysis

6.3.1 Sample preparation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\phi_c$</th>
<th>$\phi_p$</th>
<th>Glycerol:water ratio of solvent</th>
<th>Estimated $\Delta\rho_{(col.-sol.)}$ ($g/cm^3$)</th>
<th>Approximate phase composition, $\phi_L : \phi_G$</th>
<th>$n_{solvent}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>1.778</td>
<td>76:24</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>3.063</td>
<td>51:49</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>2.326</td>
<td>75:25</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1:8</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Sample details

The stock solution of PMMA colloids in approximately 23% water and 77% glycerol prepared in the previous chapter was used with xanthan polymer to prepare samples as detailed in table 6.1. The addition of glycerol to the PMMA-xanthan-water system slows down the phase separation in the system by increasing the viscosity of the solvent. The change in solvent properties alters the phase diagram of the system, and it seems that when the solvent has a higher content of glycerol, only statepoints with a lower liquid to gas phase ratio are accessible. In this chapter, the sample compositions have been chosen to slow the phase separation sufficiently whilst still obtaining the desired ratio of liquid and gas phases. The colloid-polymer mixtures were prepared and allowed to equilibrate in their new solvents before study.

The samples were homogenised using a vortex. Bulk long-time phase separations were recorded in real space using the confocal microscope with a 10x magnification lens in the direction parallel to gravity and the cell wall. The samples were allowed to demix in glass cuvettes of minimal dimensions to avoid distortion due to solvent shear, but of sufficient
width that the cell walls should have a minimal effect on the bulk phase separation characteristics. The information from these images allows us to determine the morphology and timescales of the phase separation regimes, in particular the time before the domains begin to be affected by buoyancy forces.

The effects of a surface upon the decomposition of the sample were studied by pipetting a drop of sample onto a glass slide positioned perpendicular to gravity, and recording the phase separation with a 63x magnification lens. Demixing was imaged in both the $xy$ plane (parallel to the glass surface) and in the $xz$ plane (perpendicular to the surface). These experiments were run for a relatively short length of time to avoid any inconsistencies effects of the solvent drying, gravitational forces or finite droplet size.

### 6.3.2 Image analysis

The coarsening rate of the system in the $xy$ direction was determined by performing 2-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms on the CSLM images, as described in [7, 125] and chapter 5. The Fourier transforms were radially averaged to obtain the structure factor $I(k, t)$, where $I$ is the intensity of the image and $k$ is the wavevector. The wavevector at the maximum intensity $I_{\text{max}} \equiv I(k_{\text{max}}, t)$ was obtained using a Gaussian fit. The correlation length in the system corresponds to $L = L_{\text{image}}/k_{\text{max}}$ where $L_{\text{image}}$ is the image width and the coarsening rate in the system was obtained by plotting $L$ against time.

Intensity profiles were constructed by taking the average intensity of each row in the image. Although this is indicative of the density distribution in the sample, the fluorescence detector in the microscope is known not to be linearly responsive to colloid density. In addition the intensity profile will become distorted in the $z$ direction due to scattering by the colloids. This averaging is demonstrated in figure 6.1 (a) in both the $xz$ (full line) and $xy$ directions (dotted line).

The position of the wall was located by first binarising the image, then taking the average intensity profile in the $xz$ direction. The position of the wall was then determined by finding the location of the steepest gradient in the first peak of the profile. In figure 6.1 (b) we see the binarised image, the $xz$ intensity profile of this image (green) and the calculated position of the wall (red).
Figure 6.1: (a) Intensity profiles in the $xy$ (dashed) and $xz$ (full) directions. (b) Binarised image, the green line denotes the intensity profile in the $xz$ direction of the binarised image, and the red line the located position of the wall. (c) Intensity profile showing position of relevant turning points (circles) and crossing points at half peak height (squares). (d) The intensity profile in the $xz$ direction and the width of the average wetting layer.

The wetting layer thickness was calculated by locating the $x$ positions of the peaks in the $xz$ intensity profile by numerical differentiation. The intensities associated with these $x$ coordinates were extrapolated using the positions of the two neighbouring points. The located positions of these peaks can be seen in figure 6.1 (c) and are marked as circles on the intensity profile. The intensity value halfway between the first peak and trough was calculated, and is denoted on the graph by a dashed line; the positions where the dashed line crosses the intensity profile is marked by squares. The distance between the first two crossing points has been taken to be the average width of the wetting layer and the distance between the second and third points the average width of the depletion layer. The positions of the first two crossing points and thus the average wetting layer width has been marked on the image in figure 6.1 (d). It was not always possible to calculate the width of the depletion layer if the intensity of the second peak in the $xz$ profile was too low due to scattering by the colloidal particles, and this effect leads to an overestimation of the depletion layer width. Additional distortion of the intensity profile is caused by the refractive index mismatch between the sample (see table 6.1), and the immersion medium of the lens ($n_{oil} = 1.51$, Zeiss
6.4 Results

6.4.1 Bulk phase separation

Before we consider the effect of a surface upon the demixing of our sample, we first establish the dynamics of demixing in the bulk. The morphology of samples 1-3 are shown in figure 6.2. We can see that samples 1 and 3 exhibit the classic network structure associated with spinodal decomposition, however on equilibration, sample 3 is seen to contain less of the liquid phase (see table 6.1). The statepoint of sample 2 is within the metastable region of the phase diagram and demixing proceeds via the nucleation and growth of droplets, which coarsen by coalescence on one another. The images were analysed by 2 dimensional FFT analysis as described above, and we plot the characteristic lengthscale of the structures against time in figure 6.3. We can see that domains in each of the spinodal samples grow in the linear regime although some curvature at early measurement times suggests that the crossover between the diffusive and hydrodynamic regimes may not be completed within the
Figure 6.3: Growth of characteristic length scale with time in samples 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c).

timescale of our SDSD experiments. The lengthscale diverges as the domains are ripped apart by buoyancy forces after around 6000s in the case of sample 1 and around 1500s in samples 2 and 3. In samples 1 and 3 the density difference between the phases is such that the liquid phase rises, whereas in sample 2 it sinks to the bottom of the container. We shall now consider how the presence of a surface affects the phase separation for each of these cases.

6.4.2 Surface directed spinodal decomposition

In figure 6.4 we see the development of spinodal decomposition in the vicinity of a single wall. The left hand image sequence is taken in the $xy$ plane (parallel to the surface), and the right hand image sequence in the $xz$ plane (perpendicular to the surface). In the $xy$ images (recorded at a depth of approximately 40 $\mu$m) we see the domains coarsen in a symmetrical

Figure 6.4: CSLM images at 63x magnification of sample 1 in the $xy$ plane (left hand sequence) and $xz$ plane (right hand sequence.)
network. It is clear from the $xz$ images that the liquid (bright) phase preferentially wets the wall, breaking the symmetry of the phase separation perpendicular to the surface. Immediately after homogenisation, the sample is reasonably uniform and little coarsening has occurred (3s). As the sample begins to phase separate, we see the formation of a wetting layer on the wall as domains coarsen throughout the sample. As the domains grow larger, the wetting layer thickens (238s). We see that bulk domains remain connected to the wetting layer, allowing material to be transported to the surface via the spinodal network. As the spinodal structures coarsen, the connecting tubes thicken in both the directions parallel and perpendicular to the surface. By the final image (1000s) the domains are large in size, the wetting layer is thick and there are large tube structures connecting the bulk liquid phase to the wetting layer.

We can quantify these observations with average intensity plots in the $xy$ and $xz$ planes. In the $z$ direction the 0 value represents the solid surface as located by image analysis. As the average intensity values are not necessarily an accurate representation of the colloidal density in the sample, and the plots in figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.8 and 6.10 should not be considered as density profiles, however they do provide useful information to quantify the developing morphologies. In figure 6.5 we see that in the $xy$ direction the fluctuations remain similar in phase and amplitude across the area examined. In the $xz$ direction, we observe the growth of an oscillating wave originating from the surface. Although the signal becomes more noisy with increasing $z$, we see the wave break down as we move towards bulk domains. A more
detailed representation of the development of the wave can be seen in figure 6.6. We observe a peak close to the surface representing the wetting layer, followed by a trough corresponding to the depletion layer. At early times, these are small, and become more distinct as the SDSD progresses and the wetting and depletion layers grow.

In figure 6.7 we observe the phase separation of a system similarly affected by a solid surface, but demixing via the nucleation and growth mechanism. Initially the system is homogeneous, but due the preferential wetting of the surface by the liquid phase, we quickly see the formation of both a wetting layer and a depletion layer (9s). The wetting layer is visible much earlier than for sample 1, however the low colloid concentration in this sample gives a much better contrast between the wetting layer and the bulk. The material

Figure 6.7: CSLM images showing the progression of the demixing of sample 2.
outwith the vicinity of the surface forms droplets, which coarsen generally by coalescence as observed in bulk demixing. There is no connection between the liquid phase in the bulk and the wetting layer on the wall, so the growth of the wetting layer is limited by the droplets diffusing across the depletion layer and coalescing on its surface. These droplets then spread out across the whole wetting layer.

We quantify these observations in a detailed plot of the evolution of the average intensity profile in figure 6.8. From the outset there is a clear peak and trough in the intensity profile associated with the wetting and depletion layers, which grow in width as demixing progresses. After a time we notice that the wetting layer stops thickening, and only the depletion layer widens.

Figure 6.8: Average intensity per row vs distance from the surface for sample 2.

Figure 6.9: CSLM images of the phase separation of sample 3 in the $xz$ plane.
Finally we consider a third sample which also demixes via spinodal decomposition, however in this case there is significantly less liquid phase within the system. Similarly to sample 1, initially we see a homogenised mixture and little domain growth (figure 6.9 1.7s). The wetting layer is established quickly, the bulk system coarsens via spinodal decomposition, and the wetting layer is connected to bulk domains (63s). However due to the lower ratio of the liquid phase in this sample, as the domains grow, and the wetting and depletion layers widen, the domains connecting the bulk to the wetting layer snap (285s, 1240s). This behaviour significantly differs from the bulk phase separation which holds a bicontinuous network structure until it crosses into the gravity driven regime (figure 6.2). Once the connection between bulk domains and the wetting layer is broken, the wetting layer can only grow by the diffusion of liquid phase across the depletion layer. Again in figure 6.10, we show plots of average intensity in the z direction for various time intervals to demonstrate the evolution of the wetting and depletion layers. Both layers grow in size as the SDSD process progresses.

**Wetting layer growth**

We now analyse the wetting layer width as described in section 6.3.2, and show plots of the wetting layer growth in figure 6.11. As we would expect, the wetting layer grows fastest in sample 1, where liquid material may be transported to the wetting layer by the connection
to bulk domains. The measurement of its thickness becomes unreliable at later times, as the breadth the connections to the wetting layer become significant compared to the image width. For all samples the wetting layer thickness is difficult to obtain at early times when it is comparable to the size of one pixel (0.2 µm).

The wetting layer in sample 2 thickens much more slowly, as growth is limited by the diffusion of droplets across the depletion region, and reaches what we assume to be its equilibrium thickness after around 300s. The slow growth of the wetting layer in this sample is magnified by the fact that the solvent in sample 2 is of a significantly lower viscosity than sample 1 (and sample 3), therefore we would expect diffusion to proceed more quickly. The viscosity of sample 2 was lowered to ensure that the phase separation and wetting layer growth, which evolves via a slower mechanism, had progressed sufficiently before the sample began to dry. In addition, in a higher viscosity solvent, the equilibrium wetting layer thickness was considerably thinner for a system demixing via the nucleation and growth mechanism, making its development more difficult to study.

In sample 3, although the initial layer of liquid wetting the surface is thinner, the wetting layer appears to grow at a similar rate to that of sample 1 for around 200s. After this time, the growth of the wetting layer slows considerably. Although our CSLM images in figure 6.9 only represent a small number of the domains within the vicinity of the surface, after around 200s we see the tubes connecting the bulk network to the wetting layer are beginning to snap off. This means that the wetting layer is unable to thicken via the faster hydrodynamic
mechanism, and tends towards the slower diffusion limited mechanism exhibited by sample 2.

6.5 Discussion

The morphology exhibited by our phase separating colloid-polymer mixtures in the presence of a solid surface is in reasonably good agreement with previous predictions by simulation [150, 155, 164] and experiment [145, 149, 151] for quenches from both the unstable and metastable regions of the phase diagram. We observe the development of wetting and depletion layers as domains coarsen, breaking the symmetry of the phase separation process. For sample 3, we see that the surface field modifies the bicontinuous structure. Tubes connecting bulk domains to the wetting layer snap off as the lack of liquid phase in the depletion region violates the bicontinuity condition, but the spinodal network remains interconnected in the bulk.

In our experiments, we observe only one clear oscillation of our intensity profiles in the direction perpendicular to the surface, corresponding to the wetting and depletion layers. A higher degree of layering has been observed in previous experiments (e.g. [145, 173]) using scattering techniques, where a true representation of the density oscillations may be constructed. Although our intensity profiles become extremely distorted due to colloidal scattering at reasonably short distances, we can see by eye that domains not in direct contact with the wetting layer line up behind the depletion layer, suggesting the density profile would show further oscillations. In some simulatory work, the layered structure induced by the surface field has resembled stripes, a phenomenon not observed here (see for example [155, 164]). This could be due to the differing importance of quench depth, critical composition, or strength of the surface field within our system [157,162]. This highly ordered layering appears in the early stages of demixing whilst the system is in the diffusive spinodal regime, which occurs too quickly to observe in these samples. The phase diagram of this colloid-polymer system is such that we cannot access this regime by increasing the quantity of glycerol in the solvent, and still locate a statepoint containing a high enough fraction of the liquid phase that the bulk spinodal network remains connected to the wetting layer. In
any case, during diffusive coarsening, we would not expect the composition of the two phases to have reached equilibrium concentrations, or sharp interfaces to have been formed, thus it is unlikely that such a clearly visible pattern would be reproduced in our microscopy images.

A variety of power laws have been proposed for the growth of wetting layers at a surface in contact with a demixing system. It is not reasonable to obtain power laws from double log plots due to the short timescales over which we obtain our data, however in figure 6.12, we plot the wetting layer growth of each sample against $t^{1/3}$. For sample 1, we obtain a relatively straight line as indicated, demonstrating that the wetting layer growth proceeds with an approximate power law of $l(t) \propto t^{1/3}$. The growth in sample 2 clearly does not follow this power law. In sample 3, initially the wetting layer growth appears to obey the power law $l(t) \propto t^{1/3}$, however around 200s the growth rate reduces, a time corresponding to the snap off of connecting domains.

The exponents characterising the growth of the wetting layer in samples 1 and 3 which separate by spinodal decomposition, are smaller than expected. Images of sample 1 and sample 3 at early times (see figure 6.4 and 6.9) show tubes with sharp interfaces connecting the bulk domains to the wetting layer, suggesting that wetting layer growth should be in a hydrodynamic regime. This would lead to a power law of $l(t) \sim t^1$ [155,170] or possibly faster [169,174]. The growth exhibited by our samples is closer to $l(t) \sim t^{1/3}$, as observed in systems where the wetting layer grows via a diffusive mechanism. An examination of bulk
domain growth at early times suggests that the growth exponent within the timescale of the SDSD experiments is around 0.8, indicating that the bulk system is likely to be crossing over between diffusive and hydrodynamic coarsening. This is supported by the observation in the previous chapter that our systems with a higher viscosity solvent exhibit a slow crossover between these regimes. The crossover between the diffusive and hydrodynamic regimes of systems demixing via spinodal decomposition in the vicinity of a wall has been explored in simulations [155, 170], however we have no indication of how the time and lengthscales related to this crossover in the bulk will correspond to these domains under the influence of a surface field, or the growth of the wetting layer. Here, although the wetting layer seems to be growing via a mechanism which is still partially diffusive, it would appear that hydrodynamic transport does also play a role, which we would expect to become dominant as the system moves into a fully hydrodynamic regime. At later times, although the width of the wetting layer becomes more difficult to measure, growth appears to accelerate, consistent with this expectation. The wetting layer of sample 3 thickens significantly faster at early times whilst it is still connected to bulk domains. This clearly illustrates the ability of the spinodal network to transport matter to the surface, and highlights the importance of hydrodynamic effects when considering the growth of a wetting layer.

The wetting layer in sample 2 grows much more slowly as it is limited by the diffusion of
liquid droplets across the depletion layer. After around 400s it stops growing as it reaches its equilibrium thickness, determined by the interplay between gravitational forces and the depletion interaction [175, 176]. Due to the relative densities of the liquid and gas phases, once bulk demixing moves into the gravity driven regime, we expect liquid droplets to fall onto the wetting layer and a macroscopic interface will form [7, 78]. Our experiment is stopped before this regime is observed in the bulk and we expect that the droplets studied in this experiment are too small to have been affected by sedimentation. From the numerical simulations of Puri and Binder [160], and Yan and Xie [159] the predicted growth laws are dependent on both the order parameter and the strength of surface potential, values difficult to evaluate in practical experiment. It is difficult to reliably determine a power law for our data due to the short timescale over which the wetting layer grows, however from figure 6.13, it appears that a logarithmic growth law may apply before the equilibrium thickness is attained.

For sample 3 we observe initially, whilst the bulk domains remain connected to the wetting layer, that it grows with a power law of approximately $l(t) \sim t^{1/3}$ (figure 6.12). Once the domains snap off after around 200s, the growth of the wetting layer becomes limited by the diffusion of the liquid phase across the depletion layer, the growth mechanism observed for sample 2. In this case, we would expect the growth of sample 3 to cross over to the same power law as observed in sample 2. In figure 6.14 (a) we plot the wetting layer growth for sample 3 against $\ln(t)$. Again it is difficult to reliably obtain power laws due to the short timescales involved, however it appears that a logarithmic growth law applies to the majority of the data, although at early times (prior to 200s) it seems that growth is faster. We summarise this crossover between regimes in figure 6.14 (b). At early times the wetting layer thickens via a faster growth mechanism whilst liquid matter may be transported to the surface through the spinodal network. When this connection is severed, the wetting layer growth becomes limited by the diffusion of liquid droplets across the depletion region and the growth rate slows. It is unclear in the long term how the diffusion of the at least partially interconnected bulk domains in the vicinity of the surface will differ from the spherical droplets observed when the bulk system is demixing via nucleation and growth.

We are unable to test the scaling arguments of Brown and Chakrabarti [146] as we cannot
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Figure 6.14: (a) Plot of wetting layer thickness vs \( \ln(t) \) for sample 3. (b) Double logarithmic plot of wetting layer thickness vs time for sample 3.

We construct composition waves for reasons already discussed. It is unclear for which of our systems we expect dynamic scaling of the composition wave with the wetting layer thickness to apply, as this is dependent on the wetting layer growing with the same power law as the coarsening of bulk domains. In sample 1 and sample 3 at early times, the system is crossing over from diffusive spinodal to hydrodynamic coarsening, and it is uncertain whether this transition will occur at the same time in the bulk and at the surface. This may well vary considerably depending on the type of system considered, in colloid-polymer systems the large size of the colloids and polymers may well have a significant effect on the interplay between phase separation and wetting behaviour. For sample 2 and sample 3 at later times, dynamic scaling is not expected to apply, as the wetting layer thickens with a different growth exponent to the domain size in the bulk.

### 6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have investigated the effect of a solid surface upon the fluid-fluid demixing of a colloid-polymer mixture, to our knowledge the first time this has been explored. Using the technique of CSLM we show real space images of the phase separation in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the surface, showing the surface field breaking the symmetry of the phase separating morphology, and influencing the coarsening behaviour of domains. We have studied the growth of the wetting layer for systems of differing composition, obtaining
results consistent with previous experiment and simulation. The prediction of a growth law for a particular experimental system remains challenging due to the involvement of a high number of competing influences. The role of hydrodynamics in wetting layer evolution has been widely discussed (see [170] in particular), and we illustrate that the hydrodynamic transport of the wetting phase from bulk domains to the surface leads to an accelerated growth of the wetting layer. Should this connection be severed its thickening shall become limited by the diffusion of droplets across the depletion region, and the growth rate slows. The transition of the bulk system between demixing regimes determines the coarsening rate of bulk domains, but will also affect domains under the influence of a surface field, and the growth of the wetting layer. The effect of these crossovers on the interplay between wetting and phase separation remains a subject of investigation.
Chapter 7

Demixing of colloid-polymer systems confined between two parallel plates

ABSTRACT

We observe the demixing of colloid-polymer mixtures confined between two parallel plates in real space using Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy. We study samples of differing phase composition separating via both the nucleation and growth and spinodal decomposition mechanisms. The material in the central region between the plates coarsens in a similar manner to the bulk, until domains grow to a size such that the presence of the surfaces limits their growth. As domains get larger, the dimensionality of demixing transfers from three to two dimensions, and further coarsening of the system strongly depends on the interaction of the domains in the centre of the plates with the wetting layers. Dependent on the phase composition of the system, hydrodynamic processes may play an important role in both the growth of the wetting layers, and the coarsening regimes observed. We discuss our findings in the light of a large number of previous experimental and theoretical studies.

7.1 Introduction

The phase behaviour of fluids confined between two or more surfaces is of fundamental scientific interest due to the complexities of the phenomena involved. In addition to the interaction between the effects of phase separation and the preferential wetting of a surface
by one component in the system, [145–147], finite size effects (e.g. capillary condensation) due to the finite width of the confinement geometry [19,177,178] may also play a role. The combination of surface geometry and interfacial tension in the system may create new stable or metastable structures such as capillary bridges [109,179], and the presence of the confining walls may cause phase transitions not seen in the bulk [20,171,180], or change the dimensionality of the phase separation [181]. An understanding of these phenomena has a considerable number of practical applications, for instance in the geophysical industries, where the porous construction found in rocks and soils confines fluids on very small lengthscales [182]. The rapidly evolving field of microfluidics involves the flow of picolitres of fluid in extremely small channels [183], and such systems are being developed for use in, for example, sensing technology [184] and separation and analysis procedures in molecular biology [67,185]. The subdiscipline of multiphase microfluidics has attracted recent attention due to its varied applications including drug delivery and microreaction systems [186–188].

The study of molecular fluids restricted to nanoscopic dimensions can prove extremely difficult due to the small lengthscales involved. As well as the requirement for a well characterised system, wall roughness of even an atomic scale can cause additional unwanted effects [22,189]. The larger lengthscales of soft matter systems such as colloid polymer mixtures or polymer blends offer an opportunity to test the many hypotheses from theoretical or simulation work [2]. Here we shall use our colloid-polymer mixture to conduct a real-space study of demixing in a simple two plate geometry.

We begin by reviewing the extensive literature associated with this topic, from experiment, theory and simulation. We shall then detail our experimental method, and categorise our samples according to their demixing morphologies in the bulk. We then present and discuss the results of our confinement experiments in two sections, firstly considering extremely off-critical phase separation from the metastable region of the phase diagram, and secondly studying more symmetrically composed samples demixing via spinodal decomposition. In both cases we shall quantify our findings by analysis of the phase separation in the directions both perpendicular and parallel to the plates, and compare our results to the previous findings outlined above. We finish with a general discussion and some concluding remarks on all types of morphologies.
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7.2 Background

The previous chapter considered the influence of a single wall upon the demixing of a colloid polymer system. We established that the preferential wetting of the surface by one phase in the system results in differing coarsening behaviour in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the wall. This creates an anisotropic density oscillation which propagates perpendicular to the surface into the bulk, breaking the symmetry of the phase separation. A layer of the wetting phase forms on the surface, which is followed by a layer (known as the depletion layer) of the non-wetting phase. Further layering may occur; the degree to which the wave penetrates the bulk is dependent on the depth of the quench and the strength of the affinity of the wall for its preferred phase (see chapter 6 and for example [145] and [147]).

We shall now extend our arguments to the phase separation of a fluid-fluid system between two parallel plates, confined by two walls in one dimension, but unrestricted in the other two. As the system phase separates, density oscillations shall propagate perpendicular to each surface towards each other in the confined dimension. If the slit width is sufficiently small, these waves will overlap and interfere, creating patterns of constructive and destructive interference [190], further altering the phase separation morphology from the semi-infinite single-wall case. This interference model breaks down if the system is confined to a plate spacing smaller than the time-independent characteristic wavelength associated with the very early stages of spinodal decomposition [130, 190], and the system decomposes with a wavelength determined by the dimensions of the confinement [190, 191].

Here we shall only consider the limiting case where both of the confining surfaces are completely wet by the same phase. As the system demixes it moves towards an equilibrium bilayer structure where a layer of the non-wetting phase is sandwiched between the two wetting layers [192, 193]. The symmetry of the wetting layer thickness may be disrupted by gravity, the effects of which are expected to become significant when the distance between the slits exceeds the capillary length ($L_c$) in the system [194].

The extensive experimental work of Tanaka (see [193] and references therein) has shown the behaviour of a system demixing in confinement is dependent on its domain geometry. Samples from the stable and metastable areas of the phase diagram separate via different
mechanisms, as already discussed in the preceding chapters. Extremely off-critical samples from the metastable region will demix via the nucleation and growth morphology. Droplets of the minority phase with lengthscale $L(t)$ will nucleate after an induction time, and will then coarsen with an expected growth law of $L(t) \sim t^{1/3}$, either by the evaporation-condensation (Ostwald ripening) mechanism [74], or by diffusion and coalescence [73]. Critical samples will separate via spinodal decomposition; immediately density fluctuations governed by the free energy landscape grow in amplitude at a time independent wavelength in what is known as the Linear Cahn Hilliard regime [130]. The system then moves into a diffusive regime where domains coarsen with an expected power law of $L(t) \sim t^{1/3}$ [78] followed by a viscous hydrodynamic regime where $L(t) \sim t^1$ [78]. This may be followed by an inertial regime [131]. For both mechanisms, when the domain size becomes comparable to the capillary length of the system, buoyancy forces will rip apart the structures and the phase separation will become driven by gravity [78]. When considering how a particular sample will behave in confinement, it should be noted that a narrow slit has been shown to alter the statepoint of the demixing system due to capillary condensation [20] and can result in a shift of the phase separation from critical to off critical [189,195], or result in phase transitions that would not be seen in bulk [196].

Following the route of Tanaka, we shall consider the demixing of a system into phases A and B, where phase A completely wets the walls. We consider 3 cases: off-critical demixing where the wetting phase is in the minority ($\phi_A << 1/2$), off-critical demixing where the wetting phase is in the majority ($\phi_A >> 1/2$)), and the critical demixing of a sample with a reasonably symmetric composition ($\phi_A \sim 1/2$). We shall now discuss the morphological behavior of the phase separation of such a system when confined between two plates spaced a distance $d$ apart.

**Droplets - Minority of the wetting phase, $\phi_A << 1/2$**

When the more wettable phase is in the minority, a layer of the wetting phase will form on each surface immediately, as the dynamics of surface enrichment are faster than those in demixing [178], and droplets (radius $a$) of the wetting phase will form in the central region between the plates. As the system coarsens, the droplets will grow in size either via Ostwald
ripening or coalescence [73, 74], and the wetting layer (width \( l(t) \)) will thicken as droplets coalesce on its surface [166]. As the droplets grow in size, they line up along the central plane between the plates, and as their size becomes comparable to the plate spacing, they deform from spherical to disk shaped. The droplets gradually diffuse towards the walls and coalesce on the surfaces. After a time all the droplets disappear and the system approaches an equilibrium where a layer of less wettable phase is sandwiched between two layers wetting the walls [193]. The unconfined growth of droplets is governed by the Lifshitz-Slyozov growth law, thus the droplets are initially expected to coarsen as \( a \sim t^{1/3} \) [74]. The wetting layer growth is limited by the diffusion of droplets across the depletion layer - for the semi infinite geometry discussed in the previous chapter wetting layer growth of \( l(t) \sim t^{1/3} \) or \( l(t) \sim \ln(t) \) is predicted [158, 159]. However the parallel plate geometry leads to a limitation on the amount of wetting phase available [197], and may further slow growth.

**Droplets - Majority of the wetting phase, \( \phi_A >> 1/2 \)**

In the case where the preferentially wetting phase is in the majority, there will be a coating of this phase over the wall from the outset. Droplets of the minority phase will form and coarsen in the centre of the plates via Ostwald ripening or coalescence, leading to a predicted coarsening of the drop radius as \( a \sim t^{1/3} \) [73, 74, 198]. When the droplet diameter becomes comparable to the slit spacing, the droplets will change from spherical to disk shaped [193]. We would expect these disks of the non-wetting phase to become greater in width in the confined plane than those of the wetting phase in the situation where \( \phi_A << 1 \), as there is a lower degree of layering in the system. Once the transition from spherical to disk like droplets occurs, the droplets continue to grow by diffusion and coalescence. The mechanism for further coarsening has not been determined. In previous experiments the droplet size has been found to continue to grow as \( a \sim t^{1/3} \) [166, 181] consistent with L-S growth, while the droplet diffusion-coalescence mechanism in 2 dimensions predicts growth based on Stokes law of \( a \sim t^{1/2} \) [73, 178]. Additionally it has been suggested that concentration fields may induce a convective flow around droplets moving them hydrodynamically, making a droplet involved in one collision more likely to experience subsequent collision, and increasing the coarsening rate of the system [199, 200]. Due to the large spacing between the droplets it is
unlikely that there is any interaction between them through the wetting layer [181], as will be discussed in the next section.

**Spinodal decomposition of an approximately symmetric mixture, \( \phi_A \sim 1/2 \)**

The spinodal decomposition of an approximately symmetric mixture between two plates can be divided into 3 stages characterised by the dimensionality of the phase separation [156,181,201]. Spinodal decomposition takes place initially, the system progresses through the early stage regimes into the hydrodynamic regime, and a 3 dimensional interconnected network structure with sharp interfaces is formed [78]. The wetting layer on the surfaces will form quickly via a hydrodynamic process as it is connected to the spinodal domains by interconnecting tubes, allowing the transport of the wetting phase to the surface. The growth of the domain lengthscale \( L(t) \) and the wetting layer \( l(t) \) are dominated by hydrodynamic processes, thus their lengthscales grow linearly in time [78,155,168]. The domains coarsen, the wetting layers grow thicker, and the morphology changes from a network structure to bridging tubes connecting the wetting layers on each plates. Thus we see the system change from a 3 dimensional spinodal network to a system of 2 dimensional bridging droplets of radius \( a \) [156,181,201]. Figure 7.1 illustrates a cross section in the confined plane of such a bridging droplet. The diameter of the bridge is \( 2a \), between two plates with wetting layer thickness \( l \), separated by distance \( d \).

The subsequent behaviour of the droplet is dependent on its size. Following the outline by Tanaka, the Laplace pressure within the bridging droplet is given by \( \Delta p = \gamma (1/R_1 + 1/R_2) \), where the transverse curvature is \( R_1 \sim 1/a \) and the longitudinal curvature \( R_2 \sim 2/d \) [109].
When the diameter of the bridge is greater than the plate spacing \((2a > d)\), the pressure gradient will cause material from the wetting layer to flow into the tube, and the diameter of the bridge will increase. Should the bridge diameter be smaller than the plate spacing \((2a < d)\), the pressure gradient shall be in the opposite direction, transporting matter into the wetting layer. The bridge will shrink, eventually running out of material and the connection between the two layers will break \([166, 181]\). An argument involving surface energies and the conservation of matter by Bodensohn and Goldberg yields a similar prediction \([194]\). Both these works indicate a critical radius for the expansion of a bridging tube of \(2a \sim d\), a condition independent of system properties and dependent on the plate spacing \(d\).

For bridges wider than this critical radius, the diameter of the circular droplet is predicted to grow linearly in time, as the transportation of matter from the wetting layer to the bridging tube is via a hydrodynamic process \([153, 166]\). After a time their growth has been observed to slow considerably, as these bridging droplets collide and the morphology converts to an interconnected 2-dimensional network \([156, 166, 194, 201]\). There is currently no defined model for the growth of these domains, and various mechanisms are likely to contribute simultaneously \([201]\). Tanaka proposes that as the circular bridges widen, their growth becomes limited by an interaction between domains due to the finite amount of material in the wetting layers. There will be an attraction between the droplets as they feed on the same material from the wetting layers and expand, which also reduces the surface energy of the tube of non-wettable phase separating the bridges \([166]\). Through an analysis based on the Navier-Stokes equations, Tanaka predicts 2-dimensional domains characterised by the lengthscale \(L\) grow as \(L \propto t^{1/3}\) when the interfaces of neighbouring droplets are separated by a distance greater than \(d\), and a growth law of \(L \propto t^1\) for a separation less than \(d\) \([181]\). Wang and Composto \([201]\) highlight the significance of the changing wetting layer thickness, as the longitudinal curvature of a droplet is strictly \(R_2 = 2/(d - 2l)\). The wetting layer thins as the droplets expand, meaning the longitudinal curvature grows, and the pressure difference driving the domain growth decreases. Their work suggests the 2-dimensional domains may be characterised by a logarithmic growth law across the whole regime as opposed to a crossing from \(t^1\) to \(t^{1/3}\) growth as proposed by Tanaka. In addition to the back flow from the wetting layers via these domain interaction or capillary pressure...
mechanisms, growth may also be driven by diffusion, or by phase coarsening as coexistence compositions are reached [201]. The relative importance of these factors in domain growth kinetics are likely to be dependent on the subtleties of the system studied. Whether through coarsening, diffusion or a backflow mechanism, the droplets will collide and the pattern will change to an interconnected network in 2 dimensions [181]. This network coarsens, and the system eventually reaches its equilibrium layered structure [193,201].

7.3 Experimental details and analysis

7.3.1 Experimental details

To fully explore the effects of confinement between two parallel plates on our colloid-polymer system, we need to create samples corresponding to each of the cases of domain geometry described in the previous section. To allow us to fully observe the demixing process, we increase the viscosity of the solvent of our colloid polymer system (see chapter 5). In addition to slowing down the phase separation, we observed that by partially changing the solvent of the PMMA-xanthan water system described in chapter 2 to glycerol, we alter the position of both the spinodal and binodal. The modification of the phase diagram is such that we are unable to access statepoints containing a high fraction of the liquid phase in a viscous solvent. Moreover, should the viscosity of the sample be particularly high, it becomes difficult to fill the narrow confinement cell quickly. With these concerns in mind, samples were prepared as detailed in table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\phi_c$</th>
<th>$\phi_p$</th>
<th>Glycerol:water ratio of solvent</th>
<th>$\phi_L : \phi_G$</th>
<th>Bulk Morphology</th>
<th>$n_{solvent}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>4.988</td>
<td>37:62</td>
<td>15:85</td>
<td>Liquid droplets</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>3.484</td>
<td>41:59</td>
<td>25:75</td>
<td>Spinodal</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>2.330</td>
<td>32:68</td>
<td>70:30</td>
<td>Spinodal</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>7:93</td>
<td>10:90</td>
<td>Gas bubbles</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Sample details
In a similar manner to previous chapters, samples were homogenised using a vortex, and phase separations were recorded in real space using Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy. Bulk phase separations were imaged using a 10x magnification lens in the direction parallel to both gravity and the cell wall, in glass containers of suitable dimensions to minimise solvent flow, but not confine the system (figure 7.2 (a)). Particularly in systems of higher glycerol content, the homogenisation process can cause the formation of air bubbles in the solvent which destroy the structure of domains, which in addition can be distorted by any flow of the solvent.

The confined phase separations took place in open ended PDMS microfluidic channels, the construction of which is described in chapter 2. These were approximately 18 $\mu$m in height and the other two dimensions were greater than 1 mm such that the system is only confined in one plane. The cells were placed on the microscope stage in the direction perpendicular to gravity (see figure 7.2 (b)). The sample was homogenised, then the cell filled by capillary action. The demixing of each sample was imaged in both the $xz$ and $xy$ planes. In the $xz$ plane we use a 63x magnification lens to study a slice a distance away from any vertical confining edge, and in the $xy$ images we focus to a central plane between the walls using a 10x magnification lens. Unfortunately it is not possible to observe the sample until full equilibrium is attained, as after a time which is dependent on the composition of the solvent, the sample will begin to dry through the open ends of the cell. Once the cell has filled, the flow of the sample slows down dramatically, but does not stop flowing completely in all cases. This is likely to be due to a slight unevenness of the microscope stage, or remaining small pressure differences between either end of the cell. Residual flow is more prevalent in
Figure 7.3: Example of image analysis in the $xz$ plane. The full white line represents a plot of the average intensity per row. The dashed white lines represent the walls as located by the analysis explained in section 7.3.2.

samples of lower viscosity, and is a sufficiently large problem for sample 4 that we are unable to obtain a representative timeseries in the $xz$ plane.

7.3.2 Analysis

The coarsening rates in the bulk and in the $xy$ plane of the confined systems were determined by performing 2-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms (FFT) on each of the images [7,125]. The structure factors, $I(k,t)$, where $I$ is the intensity of the image and $k$ is the wavevector, were obtained by radially averaging the Fourier transforms. The wavevector at the maximum intensity $I_{max} = I(k_{max}, t)$ was obtained by fitting a Gaussian curve to the data. The correlation length in the system corresponds to $L = L_{image}/k_{max}$ where $L_{image}$ is the image width and the coarsening rate in the system is obtained by plotting $L$ against time (see chapter 5 for more details).

Analysis in the $xz$ plane was performed in a similar manner to our analysis of phase separation at a single wall in chapter 6. Average intensity plots in the $z$ direction were created by averaging the intensity across each row in the $xz$ image (for example that in figure 7.3). As the fluorescence detector in the microscope does not respond linearly to the colloid density, the intensity profile provides an indication of the density distribution of the sample, but is not a true representation. The position of each wall was located by first binarising the images, then creating average intensity plots of the binarised images in the $xz$ plane. These were numerically differentiated, and the locations of the walls identified as the positions of the steepest gradients in the positive and negative directions. An example
snapshot showing the positioning of the walls located by this analysis is shown in figure 7.3. To calculate the thicknesses of the wetting layers, the turning points of the unbinarised $xz$ intensity profiles were located by numerical differentiation. Traveling into the sample, the wetting layer thickness was taken as the width of the intensity peak at the height halfway between the first two stationary points. The lower wetting layer is considerably less distorted due to scattering, thus we have used this data to explore growth patterns. The refractive index mismatch between the immersion oil and the sample causes an elongation of the image which we correct for as described in [172], where we use the estimated refractive index of the solvent as a representation of the refractive index of the sample.

The correlation length of the system obtained from FFT analysis does not correspond to the size of domains, rather the gaps between them [202], as we have confirmed by thorough exploration. When a sample is asymmetric in composition, the correlation lengthscale is not representative of the diameter of drops; to obtain this information, we process the images using the freely available ‘ImageJ’ software [203, 204]. First the images were binarised, then the ‘analyse particles’ feature used to identify and outline domains. The software provides information about the centre of mass, area, and perimeter of each object located, in addition to the total number and area fraction of all domains combined. The diameter of circular domains may be calculated using the basic $A = \pi (d/2)^2$ formula. This type of image processing only provides representative information about the phase separation process when there is sufficient contrast between the two phases such that domains may be clearly and correctly identified. It also follows that the analysis is only satisfactory when domains are confined to two dimensions, such that there is no overlap, and sizing is performed through the same plane of every droplet.

### 7.4 Bulk phase separations

In figure 7.4 we observe the phase separation of each sample in an unconfined geometry. Sample 1 separates by the nucleation and growth mechanism; the liquid phase is in the minority and forms droplets. Samples 2 and 3 demix via spinodal decomposition and exhibit the characteristic interconnected network morphology. The composition of the samples is
such that sample 3 has a much higher content of the liquid phase than sample 2. Sample 4 separates by the nucleation and growth mechanism similar to sample 1, but here the gas rather than liquid phase is in the minority, and forms bubbles. In both samples 1 and 4, the system coarsens by the diffusion and coalescence of droplets, rather than Ostwald ripening. In all cases once the domains reach a size approximately equal to $2\pi L_c$ [7, 78], buoyancy forces become dominant and the denser liquid phase sinks to the bottom of the container.

In figure 7.5 we quantify the coarsening rates of these bulk phase separations by plotting the characteristic lengthscale of domains ($L$) against time. The separation of samples 3 and 4 is significantly quicker than that of samples 1 and 2 due to the lower viscosities of the solvents. We observe that the demixing of samples 2 and 3 proceeds in the linear regime of spinodal decomposition, and perform a linear fit on the data as denoted by the black full lines. Samples 1 and 4 coarsen via diffusion and coalescence, roughly according to the power law $L \sim t^{1/3}$. For all samples we see the lengthscale of the system diverge around 40-60 µm, as structures are ripped apart by buoyancy forces and separation becomes driven by gravity. This indicates that by confining a sample between plates 18 µm apart, we restrict it to a dimension 2-3 times its capillary length.
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Figure 7.5: Characteristic lengthscale $L$ plotted against time for samples 1-4. The black lines denote linear fits to the data of samples 2 and 3.

7.5 Confined systems

We now consider the confined demixing of samples 1-4 in two sections. $\phi_L$ represents the equilibrium composition of the liquid phase, and $\phi_G$ the composition of the gas phase, see table 7.1. We shall first explore the separation of samples from the metastable region of the phase diagram demixing via the nucleation and growth mechanism, sample 1 where the wetting phase is in the minority, and sample 4 where it is in the majority. We will then study samples 2 and 3 which demix by spinodal decomposition. Sample 2 contains significantly less of the liquid phase than sample 3. In all cases it is clear from the CSLM images in the following sections that the bright liquid phase completely wets the walls.

7.5.1 Metastable systems

Sample 1 - Wetting phase is in the minority $\phi_L \ll 1/2$

In figure 7.6 we observe the demixing of sample 1 confined between two parallel plates 18 $\mu$m apart. In figure 7.6 (a) we observe the phase separation in the central plane parallel to the cell wall ($xy$ plane), and in figure 7.6 (b) we study the phase separation perpendicular to the surfaces ($xz$ plane).
Figure 7.6: CSLM images of the phase separation of sample 1 in an 18 µm wide cell. The upper images are in the $xy$ plane, and the lower images are in the $xz$ plane.
Immediately after the cell is filled, we see a thin wetting layer of the liquid phase form on both surfaces (figure 7.6 (b) 17s), and the material in the centre of the cell demixes via the nucleation and growth mechanism (figure 7.6 (a) 60s, 134s, (b) 17-120s). As the phase separation progresses, the wetting layers thicken, and a layer depleted of the liquid phase forms adjacent to each surface (figure 7.6 (a) 134s, (b) 41s, 120s). The droplets grow generally by coalescence on each other, and as they increase in size they line up along the central axis between the plates (figure 7.6 (a) 332, (b) 367s, 531s). The distance between a droplet and the wetting layer becomes smaller than the interdroplet distance, and after around 300s, we observe that the droplets begin to disappear (figure 7.6 (a) 332-1754s, (b) 531 - 1162s). The droplets diffuse across the depletion layer and coalesce on the cell walls, and the liquid phase material spreads out over the whole wetting layer. We see a sequence of images showing the coalescence of a droplet upon the central region of the upper wall in the later images in figure 7.6 (b). As an increasing number of droplets coalesce on the wetting layer, very few droplets remain in the central region and almost all coalescence events become between droplets and the walls. The system moves towards its equilibrium state, where two liquid wetting layers sandwich a layer of the gas phase, and all remaining droplets in the centre of the plates have coalesced on the surfaces. We observe in the final $xz$ image (figure 7.6 (b) 1162s) that the lower wetting layer is thicker than the upper one, indicating that gravity has slightly influenced the demixing of the system.

We quantify our observations in figure 7.7. In figure 7.7 (a) we compare the FFT analysis of bulk and the confined system in the $xy$ plane. We see that at early times, both geometries follow a similar growth pattern. There is a small quantitative difference in correlation lengthscales, likely to be attributable to the 3 dimensionality of the droplet distribution in the bulk phase separation, compared to the confined case where the droplets line up along the central plane of the cell in 2 dimensions. After around 500s the correlation length in the confined geometry levels off as the growth of the droplets becomes restricted by the surfaces. This lengthscale then diverges as droplets coalesce on the walls, and remaining droplets become increasingly far apart. The bulk correlation length grows approximately as $L \sim t^{1/3}$ throughout.

We investigate the growth of the droplet diameter by analysing our $xy$ plane images using
Figure 7.7: (a) Comparison of domain growth by FFT analysis of sample 1 in the xy plane in the bulk and confined systems. (b) Analysis of droplet size and number via the ImageJ software. We plot the results of this analysis in figure 7.7 (b). In the initial stages of phase separation, there is a large number of small drops that overlap, therefore the software cannot identify individual domains. The droplets in the cell grow quickly to a maximum size of approximately 5µm at 500s. The time at which this peak diameter occurs roughly corresponds to the time at which the correlation lengthscales obtained from FFT analysis start to differ in value in confinement and the bulk. We are unable to obtain any indication of the growth law for the droplet diameter as they coarsen to their maximum size quickly. After 500s, the average droplet diameter decreases as the droplets diffuse out of the central plane between the plates (meaning the image plane is no longer through their centre), coalesce on the wetting layer and spread out. This corresponds to a rapid decrease in the number of droplets detected between the plates. After the initial formation of many droplets, the number of droplets detected between the plates decreases at a rate controlled by the number of coalescence events between droplets, and between droplets and the walls. The rate of coalescence between droplets decreases as they become far apart, and all coalescence becomes between the drops and the walls.

Figure 7.8 (a) shows the average intensity per row of the xz plane images, plotted as a function of the distance from the lower wall of the confinement cell. The degree to which this profile is influenced by scattering is dependent on the colloid distribution through the
Figure 7.8: (a) Average intensity per row in the $xz$ plane as a function of distance from the lower wall for sample 1. (b) Thickness of the lower wetting layer plotted against time.

sample, which changes as demixing progresses. The distortion of the intensity profile affects the accuracy of the location of the walls, which are found using the method described in section 7.3.2. The profile is cut off at the position of the upper wall.

At the start of measurement (7s), the profile shows a small peak and trough, indicating that the wetting and depletion layers form in the very early stages of demixing. Scattering effects mask these fluctuations close to the upper wall, however similar layers may be observed on this surface in the CSLM images. As phase separation progresses, the wetting and depletion layers at both walls thicken. A third peak in the centre of the cell emerges as the droplets grow in size and line up along the central plane of the cell (41-553s). As these droplets coalesce on the surfaces, we see the wetting layers continue to thicken and the central peak fades as the liquid phase relocates to the cell walls (893s).

We plot the thickness of the lower wetting layer as a function of time in figure 7.8 (b). We see the wetting layer grows quickly in the very initial stages as a layer of liquid phase completely coats the cell walls. Further growth appears reasonably constant but is not smooth. The collision of a single droplet with a particular part of the wetting layer in the image plane causes significant thickening in this region, which then thins again as the droplet spreads out over the whole surface. We shall further discuss the growth of the wetting layer in section 7.6.
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Figure 7.9: CSLM images in the $xy$ plane of the phase separation of sample 4 in an 18$\mu$m wide cell.

**Sample 4 - Wetting phase is in the majority, $\phi_L >> 1/2$**

Next we consider the confined phase separation of a sample separating via the nucleation and growth mechanism, where the wetting phase is in the majority. Unfortunately, due to the nature of systems with a glycerol-water solvent, it was not possible to produce a sample with both a high viscosity solvent and a high composition of the liquid phase. Additionally there is a low concentration of polymer in this sample, meaning phase separation occurs extremely rapidly due to the low viscosity of the sample as a whole. This also has the implication that the residual flow in the cell after filling remains significant, and it was not possible to obtain useful images in the $xz$ plane due to shear effects.

We show the confined demixing of sample 4 in the $xy$ plane in figure 7.9. Initially, gas bubbles form and coarsen via the nucleation and growth mechanism, similarly to what is observed in the bulk (figure 7.9 10s, 53s). As the bubbles coalesce and expand, they line up along the central plane of the cell. Although we are unable to obtain images in the $xz$ plane, we see that the bubbles are distributed over 3 dimensions in the bulk geometry (figure 7.4), but are forced into 2 dimensions in the confining cell (figure 7.9 119s). It is unclear whether the bubbles remain spherical or are flattened by the confining walls into elongated disks as
they expand. As the bubbles become larger, they also spread further apart. This means that the number of coalescence events decreases and the growth of the bubble diameter becomes very slow (193s). Unfortunately it is only possible to observe the confined phase separation for around 200s as this sample dries quickly, however we expect the bubbles would continue to diffuse and coalesce very slowly.

We quantify our results in figure 7.10. Plot (a) shows a comparison of the correlation lengthscale obtained by FFT analysis in the bulk and confined geometries. We see that although there is a quantitative difference between the two lengthscales, they coarsen at a similar rate for the first 50s. This mismatch could be due to the dimensionality difference of the droplet pattern in the two geometries, or could be due to the more significant effect of shear on this sample. The growth rate in the confined geometry slows considerably after around 100s as droplet coalescence becomes limited by the presence of the surfaces. In figure 7.10 (b) we use the ImageJ software to plot the number and diameter of droplets as a function of time, although we are unable to differentiate the droplets satisfactorily until around 80s. We observe that the number of bubbles decreases as coalescence occurs and the bubbles expand. As the bubbles become further apart, these coalescence events become less frequent.
Discussion - Demixing of off-critical samples 1 and 4, $\phi_L << 1/2$ and $\phi_L >> 1/2$

The behaviour of our confined samples separating via the nucleation and growth morphology is consistent with the previous experimental observations of Tanaka [193]. When the wetting phase is in the minority (sample 1), we expect the droplets to coarsen as $a \sim t^{1/3}$, until their diameter becomes restricted by the plate spacing [73, 74]. We are unable to comment on the growth of the droplet diameter due to the short timescale over which this is measured, however from the FFT analysis we see that initially, the correlation lengthscale of the material in the centre of the plates coarsens at a similar rate to that in the bulk (figure 7.7 (a)). This is consistent with the observation that at early times the system in the centre of the cell also coarsens by the coalescence of droplets with one another. As the droplets become larger, coalescence of the droplets on the wetting surface becomes more frequent as the interdroplet spacing becomes wider than the depletion layer. The rate of decrease in the number of droplets between the plates (figure 7.7 (b)) is dependent on two processes: the coalescence between droplets, and the coalescence of droplets with the walls. The rate of each of these is dependent on droplet size and distribution throughout the cell. In the early stages, coalescence between small droplets is frequent, where as at later times the coalescence of larger droplets on the walls is the dominant process.

When the non-wetting phase is in the minority (sample 4), we expect the gas bubbles to coarsen in a similar manner to their behaviour in the bulk until their diameter becomes limited by the plate spacing. Due to the wetting preference of the surface, none of the bubbles at the edge of the cell spread on the surface. As the bubbles grow, they become constricted by the plate spacing and the dimensionality of the coarsening droplets slowly crosses over from 3 dimensions to 2 dimensions. The rate of decrease in the number of bubbles is only dependent on the rate of their coalescence with each other. As we have no CSLM images for this sample in the $xz$ plane, it is unclear if the bubbles remain spherical, or are further constricted into disk shapes as they expand. As the maximum bubble diameter is 8$\mu$m, it seems probable that the bubbles remain spherical.

Once the system has crossed to two dimensions, the bubbles continue to grow by diffusion and coalescence. The previous experiments of Tanaka on polymer blends [193] indicate further growth as $a \sim t^{1/3}$ consistent with the L-S growth law (for dimensions greater than
1) [74], whereas the diffusion coagulation mechanism predicts bubble growth as $a \sim t^{1/D}$ where $D$ is the dimensionality of the system [73] (see further discussion in [178]). It has not been possible to determine a growth law for the diameter of our bubbles as they exhibit slow growth over the timescale that we are able to record (figure 7.10 (b)), although from the FFT analysis (figure 7.10 (a)) we clearly see the correlation lengthscale of the system affected by the surfaces. There is no indication of any attraction between bubbles, although this could be difficult to detect on the timescale of our observations. Such an effect has been proposed either through convection due to concentration gradients [166, 200], or through a backflow mechanism [181, 201]. It seems unlikely that a backflow interaction through the wetting layers would occur as the droplets are small and well spaced [193].

7.5.2 Spinodal decomposition

We shall now study two samples demixing via spinodal decomposition between two plates. We differentiate samples 2 and 3 by their equilibrium compositions of liquid and gas phases; sample 2 is composed of approximately 25% liquid phase, and sample 3 70% of the liquid phase (see table 7.1 for details). We refer the reader to section 7.2 for a review of previous observations of the demixing of similar systems.

Sample 2 - Spinodal decomposition, $\phi_L < 1/2$

We observe the confined demixing of sample 2 in figure 7.11. Immediately after the cell is filled, a thin layer of the liquid phase coats each of the walls (figure 7.11 (b), 5s). The material in the centre of the tube begins to separate into a spinodal network structure (figure 7.11 (a), 19s, (b)43-85s). It appears in the very early cross-sectional images that the thin spinodal tubes may be connected to the wetting layer, however as the wetting and depletion layers are established, these connections break. As the system coarsens, the network structure partially breaks up as there is not enough of the liquid phase present for domains to remain bicontinuous (figure 7.11 (a) 392s, (b) 186s). To reduce their interfacial area, these structures reshape to become 2 dimensional elongated disks, and line up on the central plane between the plates (figure 7.11 (a) 790s, (b) 432s). The droplets diffuse and coalesce on each other, or disappear as they coalesce on the wetting layer and spread out over the wetting surfaces.
Figure 7.11: CSLM images of the phase separation of sample 2 in an 18 μm wide cell. The upper images are in the $xy$ plane, and the lower images in the $xz$ plane.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of domain growth by FFT analysis in the $xy$ plane in the bulk and confined systems.

(figure 7.11 (a) 1591s, (b) 942-2077s). Once the domains break up, the morphology resembles that of sample 1, however in this case the size of the droplets is not uniform. Occasionally we observe the formation of a bridging tube connecting the wetting layers (see the right hand edge of figure 7.11(b) 1037-2077s). The width of this bridge is thinner than the plate spacing, therefore the pressure gradient pushes the liquid phase out of the tube and into the wetting layer. The tube runs out of material, and the connection severs. The formation of this bridge may be a result of a few central domains remaining connected to the wetting layers; as the system coarsens, these connected domains transform into a circular bridging droplet, as described in section 7.2. Alternatively both edges of a particularly large droplet may coalesce on the different surfaces simultaneously. In any case the system moves towards an equilibrium where the two wetting layers sandwich a layer of the gas phase, and all the droplets in the centre of the plates have coalesced.

In figure 7.12 we quantify our observations by comparing the correlation lengthscale of $xy$ plane images in confinement and in the bulk. At very early times, the correlation length in both geometries is very similar - the still interconnected network in the central plane between the plates resembles the structure in the bulk. The lengthscales continue to grow at a similar but not identical rate, potentially due to the difference in coarsening behaviour between a full 3 dimensional network and a flatter network that begins to break up. After
1000s the correlation lengthscale in the confined sample diverges, as the droplets coalesce on the walls of the cell, and the remaining drops become increasingly far apart. We are unable to quantify the approximate sizes of domains using the ImageJ software due to the bicontinuous nature of the structure and the difficulty in identifying distinct domains.

Figure 7.13 (a) shows the development of the averaged intensity per row in the \( xz \) plane plotted as a function of the distance from the lower cell wall. Initially (34s), the profile does not show a great deal of structure, however the peaks and troughs associated with the wetting and depletion layers quickly develop and widen as the system coarsens (88-847s). A third peak emerges in the centre of the plates as the liquid domains line up on the central axis, which then flattens as the droplets coalesce on the cell walls (1271s, 1500s). In figure 7.13 (b) we plot the wetting layer width against time. This has significant thickness from the outset, as initially the liquid phase may be quickly transported to the surface via the spinodal network. These connections are rapidly severed, and the wetting layer appears to grow at a reasonably constant rate. There are some fluctuations as droplets in the image plane coalesce on the surface, then spread out across the whole wetting layer. We shall further discuss the growth of the wetting layer in section 7.6
Discussion - Demixing of sample 2, $\phi_L < 1/2$

The confinement of sample 2 has a distinct effect on the morphology of its phase separation. When demixing in the bulk, it forms a spinodal network structure, which remains bicontinuous as the system coarsens. This suggests that the system would be expected to follow the morphology of a critical sample when demixing between two plates as described in section 7.2, forming a 3 dimensional network structure which coarsens into a set of circular droplets bridging the two plates [166,181,201]. We observe that the initial loss of the liquid phase to the formation wetting layers alters the average composition of the material in the centre of the cell, and consequently alters the morphology of demixing. The low availability of the liquid phase in the depletion layers means the network in the centre of the cell is unable to remain connected to the wetting layers. This is a similar effect to that observed at a single wall in chapter 6 (case 3). Later, the lower volume of liquid phase available in the central region means that as the system coarsens, the liquid domains are unable to remain bicontinuous, and break up into droplets of varying size [76]. Such an effect has previously been observed in binary fluids, where the loss of wetting phase material to surfaces shifts the morphology of the demixing material between them from critical to off-critical [195].

In figure 7.13 (a) we plot the averaged intensity profile of sample 2 along the $z$ direction, perpendicular to the plates. At early times small peaks and troughs are present, corresponding to the wetting and depletion layers. There is some evidence of further layered structure in the centre of the cell, however this is largely masked by scattering effects. As the system coarsens, the wetting and depletion layers next to each wall widen, and the liquid phase in the centre of the cell is pushed towards the central plane. This results in the emergence of a third peak in the centre of the intensity profile. Although demixing in samples 1 and 2 proceeds by different mechanisms, the disconnected liquid droplets observed in sample 2 behave in a similar manner to droplets which form via the nucleation and growth mechanism in sample 1. The intensity profiles form the same patterns, as can be seen by comparing figures 7.8 (a) and 7.13 (a). Presuming each surface has an equal preference for the wetting phase, once the liquid becomes concentrated in the centre of the cell, the depletion layers are unable to grow further as this would produce an unfavourable interaction of the liquid droplets with the opposite wall. Further coarsening of the system is governed by the diffusion
of the liquid phase droplets and their coalescence on the wetting layer.

The evolution of the intensity profiles bears a resemblance to the observations in [190,191], where oscillating density fluctuations originating from the two confining surfaces interact and create patterns of constructive and destructive interference. We take care with this comparison as our intensity profiles are not true composition waves, and it is not clear if our systems are in comparable demixing regimes.

**Sample 3 - Spinodal decomposition, \( \phi_L > 1/2 \)**

We now consider demixing of sample 3 which decomposes via spinodal decomposition with the wetting phase in the majority. In the initial stages, we see a 3 dimensional spinodal network form between the plates, connecting the wetting layers. A thin layer of the liquid phase coats the walls from the outset (figure 7.14 (a) 105s, (b) 7-104s). As the system coarsens, the tube structure of the spinodal network becomes thicker, and the wetting layers grow as material is transported from the network to the surface. The presence of the wetting layers prevents the domains growing symmetrically in 3 dimensions, so the network structure transforms into a set of cylindrical tubes connecting the two wetting layers (figure 7.14 (a) 247s, (b) 56-180s). In the \( xy \) plane the cross sections of these bridging droplets appear as bright spots, and signify the transformation of the 3 dimensional spinodal network to a 2 dimensional bridging droplet morphology. As demixing progresses, the larger bridges grow in diameter, whereas the smaller ones shrink and the connection between the plates snaps (figure 7.14 (a) 247-973s). In the \( xz \) plane, we see that whilst the structure is a 3 dimensional network, the wetting layers thicken (figure 7.14 (b) 56-180s), but once the system becomes a set of bridging droplets expanding in the \( xy \) plane, the wetting layers thin again (figure 7.14 (b) 462-1943s). This illustrates the direction of the flow through the spinodal tubes. Whilst the wetting layer is connected to the spinodal network, the Laplace pressure directs the flow of the liquid phase into the wetting layers. Once large bridging droplets of size greater than the plate spacing have been established, the pressure gradient changes direction, and the droplets grow as they feed on the wetting layer. After around 1100s, the circular droplets begin to collide. The 2 domains attempt to regain a circular shape to minimise their interfacial area, however collisions are frequent and the morphology becomes partially
Figure 7.14: CSLM images of the phase separation of sample 3 in an 18 µm wide cell. The upper images are in the \(xy\) plane, and the lower images in the \(xz\) plane.

interconnected (figure 7.14 (a) 973-2950s). In the \(xz\) images (figure 7.14 (b) 180-1943s), we observe that the wetting layer on the lower surface is slightly thickened, and the curvature of the interface of the bridging droplets is slightly distorted from symmetrical. This illustrates a small effect of gravity on the demixing of the system.

We compare the correlation lengthscale obtained from FFT analysis in the bulk and confined geometries in figure 7.15 (a). Initially, the two lengthscales coarsen at a similar rate. After around 500s, by which time the system has clearly crossed over to the bridging droplet morphology, coarsening in the confined geometry slows. We are unable to quantify
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Figure 7.15: (a) Comparison of FFT analysis of bulk and confined samples in the $xy$ plane for sample 3. The dashed line represents the function $L \sim t^{1/2}$ (b) *ImageJ* analysis of coarsening domains in the $xy$ plane - plot of area fraction and particle count with time.

The wetting layer and intensity profile evolution in the $xz$ plane except at very early times, as upon averaging the bridging droplets mask the wetting and depletion layer fluctuations.

Once the bridging droplet morphology becomes established, we are able to identify cross sections of the bridges in the $xy$ plane, and use the *ImageJ* software to calculate the number and area fraction of these domains. In this case we do not use the software to obtain information about the domain diameter, as this relies on their being circular, which is not a valid assumption at later times. The discontinuities in this data correspond to the adjustment of the gain and offset settings on the microscope, which affects the binarising feature of the software.

In figure 7.15 (b) we plot the number of liquid domains and the domain area fraction against time. We observe the number of domains peaks around 500s. The number of domains then decreases rapidly as bridging droplets smaller than the critical radius shrink and disappear, and bridges of any size collide. The decrease in the number of domains slows down as the domains become further apart and collide less frequently.

The change in area fraction in the $xy$ plane reflects the volume of liquid phase in the wetting layers. On equilibration, the sample is estimated to contain 70% of the liquid phase and 30% of the gas phase. In the absence of confinement, once the two phases have reached their equilibrium compositions we would expect the area fraction of liquid domains to reflect this ratio, whatever the correlation length in the system. Initially the area fraction of domains in the central plane is less than 40%, indicating that there is a significant amount of the liquid
phase present on the surfaces. The area fraction fluctuates until around 750s, presumably due to the competition between larger 2 dimensional droplets pulling the material into the central plane as they expand, and the material from the smaller droplets flowing into the wetting layers as they shrink and disappear. Once these thin connections have severed, the majority of the liquid phase is flowing from the wetting layers into the large bridging droplets. The wetting layer thins, and the area fraction of liquid domains in the centre of the plates increases. At later times, the area fraction stabilises as the wetting layer runs out of material to feed the droplets, although the fraction of liquid phase in the central plane never reaches its equilibrium composition due to the coatings on the walls.

Discussion - demixing of sample 3, $\phi_L > 1/2$

Our study of the demixing of sample 3 confined between two plates is consistent with previous predictions and experimental observations [166, 194, 201]. We observe 3 stages of phase separation: a 3 dimensional spinodal network, which coarsens into a system of 2 dimensional circular droplets bridging the two surfaces, then transforms into a partially interconnected network in 2 dimensions.

During the initial stages of demixing, we expect the spinodal network structure in the centre of the plates to coarsen as $L(t) \sim t^1$ [78]; the coarsening of the domains and the thickening of the wetting layer are driven by hydrodynamic processes [78, 168, 193]. Once the morphology transforms into a system of circular bridging droplets, droplets of diameter $2a > d$ are expected to grow with the same exponent. The correlation lengthscale of our confined system grows linearly in time until around 500s. We equate this lengthscale to the domain size at these early times, as the diameter of the liquid domains is roughly equal to their spacing [202]. It is difficult to pinpoint when the spinodal network transforms into a system of bridging droplets where growth is governed by gradients in the Laplace pressure. The images in figure 7.14 (b) suggest there may be some time between the 3 dimensional structure coarsening into bridging droplets, and the curvature of the interfaces being established.

By 500s the system clearly consists of 2 dimensional circular droplets bridging the two surfaces. Visual analysis indicates that droplets approximately wider than the plate spacing
grow, whilst those smaller shrink, however frequent collisions between the droplets make the critical radius for expansion hard to quantify. The droplets begin to collide reasonably soon after their formation, indicating that they feel an attraction by feeding on the same material from the wetting layers at an early stage. As the spacing between the droplets is not much greater than their diameter (see figure 7.14 (a) 247-516s), this is perhaps unsurprising as there is only a small area of wetting surface on which to store liquid phase material. The collisions between domains transforms the system into a partially interconnected network morphology. We note that we observe the presence of 3 dimensional spinodal network, 2 dimensional bridging droplet and 2 dimensional network morphologies (although our 2 dimensional network never becomes fully interconnected), but it is difficult to distinguish crossovers between regimes, suggesting there may be times when more than one coarsening mechanism plays a role.

After around 1000s all droplets smaller than the critical radius have disappeared, and we observe the growth of larger domains. As their lengthscale increases, the area fraction of liquid domains across the central plane parallel to the plates also increases. This indicates that the domains grow by feeding on material in the wetting layers, drawing the liquid phase back into the central plane [201]. If such a backflow mechanism did not play a role, and the growth of domains was driven by diffusion or phase coarsening, we would not expect the area fraction of domains to increase as they expand. It would be surprising if phase coarsening played any part in domain growth at this late stage, as we expect the phases in our colloid-polymer mixture to have reached their equilibrium compositions by the time the system is in the linear spinodal regime, and sharp interfaces have formed [7].

There is currently no consensus on the expected growth rate of the 2 dimensional interconnected network. Tanaka predicts that the circular bridging droplets should grow as $a(t) \sim t^1$, crossing over to $a(t) \sim t^{1/3}$ once they begin to interact [166,181]. Wang and Composto observed logarithmic growth across the whole 2 dimensional regime [201], and comment that the data of Tanaka also fits this law [166,181,201]. An overlay of the function $L(t) \sim t^{1/2}$ in figure 7.15 (b) represents the growth of our domains reasonably well, although this coarsening is faster than previous experimental observations. We note that the 2 dimensional domains in our system never become fully interconnected, and quickly attempt
to recover a circular profile after a collision deforms their shapes. The faster growth may be
due to a subtlety concerning the radius of curvature of domains, or may be due to the precise
interpretation domain lengthscale. Additionally a small amount of flow remains in the cell
during coarsening. Although our domains do not become distorted, it does appear that the
number of collisions between bridging droplets in the direction of the flow has been enhanced,
which would increase the rate of domain growth. The work of Derks et al. [52] demonstrates
that shear may have a significant effect on demixing of colloid-polymer mixtures.

7.6 Wetting layer growth

In figure 7.16 (a), we compare the wetting layer growth of samples 1 and 2, and the initial
growth of sample 3. We are unable to reliably calculate the wetting layer thickness of sample
3 once bridging droplets have formed, as upon averaging across the $xz$ images, the presence
of the bridges masks the fluctuations in the intensity profile. We observe that the wetting
layers in sample 3 grow much more quickly than in samples 1 and 2, this is expected as in
this case the spinodal network remains connected to the surfaces, allowing growth by a
faster hydrodynamic process [153, 155, 168]. The layers in samples 1 and 2 develop much
more slowly, as growth is limited by the rate of diffusion of liquid phase droplets across the
depletion region. We observe some fluctuation in wetting layer growth as droplets coalesce
on an area in the image plane, then spread out across the whole wetting surface. We only
record the thickness of the lower wetting layer as we cannot reliably measure the width of the
upper layer due to scattering effects, however we estimate that in both samples it generally
follows the trend of the lower layer with a slightly smaller magnitude. This is likely due to a
small effect of gravity on the demixing of our systems, but a small difference in the wetting
preference of the liquid phase for the PDMS and glass surfaces may also contribute.

It is difficult to predict a growth law for the wetting layers in our confined systems
from previously reported observations, as a large number of systems, in different demixing
regimes, have been studied under a variety of degrees of confinement. In the semi-infinite
geometry when growth is governed by the diffusion of wetting phase droplets, the wetting
layer is predicted to grow as $l(t) \sim t^{1/3}$ or $l(t) \sim \ln(t)$, depending on quench depth and the
strength of the surface field [158, 159]. In chapter 6 we showed the wetting layer at a single wall in contact with a very similar colloid-polymer system to those considered here grew as $l(t) \sim \ln(t)$.

In figure 7.16 (b) we plot the wetting layer thickness of our samples confined between parallel plates against $\ln(t)$. It appears that a logarithmic growth law may apply at early times, although after around 400s in sample 1 and 1000s in sample 2, this function is no longer representative. We note that this corresponds approximately to the times at which the $xy$ plane correlation lengthscales in the bulk and in confinement begin to diverge. It is possible that whilst wetting layer growth is driven by the surface field, it follows the growth law observed for the single wall geometry. The wetting layer grows by the diffusion and coalescence of coarsening droplets, and the depletion layer is free to widen. At some stage, the lengthscale of the droplets becomes restricted by the plate spacing, and they line up on the central plane of the cell. The depletion layer is unable to widen further, due to the presence of these droplets and the proximity of the depletion layer from the opposite surface. Wetting layer growth is now governed by the diffusion of size-limited droplets across a fixed width depletion layer. This is a subtly different mechanism to the early stages, where the wetting layer thickens by the diffusion and coalescence of coarsening droplets across a widening depletion layer, and may well be described by an alternative growth law. We note that at this time the size of the droplets becomes of the order of the capillary length in the system, thus the effect of gravity may begin to drive droplets towards the lower wetting layer. As the upper wetting layer develops with a similar growth pattern, we do not expect the sedimentation of droplets to have significantly affected this process.

### 7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we investigated the demixing of our colloid polymer system confined between two parallel plates, both of which are completely wet by the colloidal liquid phase. We studied four samples from differing regions of the phase diagram demixing by both the nucleation and growth and spinodal decomposition mechanisms. We confined our systems to within 2-3 times their capillary length, such that the system is influenced by both surfaces, but is not
so restricted that we see any finite size effects or evidence of extreme confinement to within a few particle diameters [178,190]. We observe that domains in the centre of the cell coarsen in a similar manner to the bulk, until their size becomes large enough such that it is limited by the presence of the surfaces. After this time the coarsening of the system is determined by the interaction of central domains with the wetting layers, and the dimensionality of the system.

We investigate two samples from the metastable region of the phase diagram, separating via the nucleation and growth mechanism. In one case the liquid (wetting) phase is in the minority and forms drops, in the other bubbles of gas are formed. When the liquid phase is in the minority, we observe a thin layer of this material coats the surfaces at an early stage. The liquid droplets in the centre of the cell grow in size by coalescence with one another, and the wetting layer grows as these drops coalesce on the walls. As the droplets become larger, their diameter becomes limited by the presence of the surfaces, and they line up on the central plane. As an increasing number of droplets coalesce on the walls, the interdroplet spacing becomes larger than the width of the depletion layer, and the majority of coalescence events become between the drops and the surfaces. The system moves towards its equilibrium structure where the two liquid phase wetting layers sandwich a region of the gas phase.
When the gas (non-wetting) phase is in the minority, the liquid phase coats both surfaces from the outset. The gas bubbles nucleate and coarsen by coalescence with one another. As the bubbles become larger, their size becomes restricted by the surfaces, and the dimensionality of their diffusion and coalescence crosses over from 3 to 2 dimensions. As the bubbles are of the non-wetting phase, the only mechanism with which the system coarsens is by the coalescence of gas bubbles on each other.

We also study two systems demixing by spinodal decomposition. In the first case, there is a low fraction of the liquid phase present. As soon as the confinement cell is filled, we observe the formation of a wetting layer on each surface. The initial loss of liquid phase material to the wetting layer alters the average phase composition of the material in the centre of the cell. The reduction in volume of the liquid phase prevents liquid domains remaining bicontinuous as the system coarsens. The network structure in the centre of the cell disconnects from the wetting layers in the very early stages, and further breaks up into droplets as the system coarsens. These droplets then diffuse and coalesce on the wetting layer. We observe that the growth behaviour of the wetting layer may change depending on whether it is limited by the diffusion of coarsening droplets across a growing depletion layer, or by the diffusion of drops of fixed size across a fixed width depletion layer.

The final sample demixes via spinodal decomposition with the liquid phase in the majority. We observe three regimes of demixing. Initially a 3 dimensional spinodal network forms between the two surfaces, connecting the two wetting layers. This structure coarsens similarly to such a network in the bulk, and the wetting layer grows by the hydrodynamic transport of the liquid phase to the surface by spinodal tubes. As these tubes become wider, the network transforms into a system of circular droplets bridging the two plates. The behaviour of the bridging droplets is dependent on both their diameter and the plate spacing, as the relative sizes of the curvatures of the tubes determines the direction of pressure gradient. We see the smaller bridges shrink and the connection between the wetting layers severs, whilst the larger droplets expand. This is consistent with previous observations [193, 194, 201], however we are unable to obtain a value for the critical radius for which the bridging tubes expand.

Once the system has transformed from a spinodal network to a set of bridging droplets, we observe that the wetting layers start to thin, indicating that the liquid phase begins to
flow away from the surfaces back into the bridging tubes. These domains feel an attraction as they draw on the same material in the wetting layers. The domains begin to collide and the system becomes a partially interconnected network, coinciding with a slowing of the growth of the correlation lengthscale within the system. We observe our system exhibits 3 different morphologies, however we do not observe clear crossovers between them. This indicates there may be times where the system is coarsening with more than one mechanism.

Phase separation in confined geometries has been extensively studied in mixtures of polymers or binary fluids [193,194,201], or in thin films of polymers [190,191]. Our experimental observations are in generally good agreement with previous observations from theory and experiment (see for example the following reviews [149,178,193]), although in some cases we have been unable to corroborate the growth laws of domains. This may be due to the differing demixing regimes exhibited by different types of system (to our knowledge this is the first investigation of the colloid-polymer mixtures in this geometry) or the interpretation of the many lengthscales within the demixing systems.

This experimental system and cell construction provides a simple method to study confinement effects on fluid-fluid systems. It is hoped that by constructing more complicated cells, we can extend this method to study demixing, capillary condensation and wetting effects in more exotic geometries [20,205]. It may also be possible to modify one of the surface to alter its wetting preference allowing us to experimentally investigate phenomena such as the interface localisation transition, which has been studied extensively within simulation, but has not yet been observed experimentally [180].
Overview

In this thesis we investigate the interfacial behaviour of confined colloid-polymer mixtures. A colloidal system can be a useful tool to investigate phenomena that are too small or occur too quickly in molecular systems, allowing us to address some of the pertinent questions in statistical mechanics. We begin with a brief description of how the addition of a non-adsorbing polymer to a colloidal suspension can result in fluid-fluid phase demixing. The interfacial tension between these two phases is several orders of magnitude smaller than in molecular systems. We discuss the consequences of this for the static and dynamic properties of our interface.

In chapter 2 we explain how to fabricate simple PDMS microfluidic channels that can be used to confine our system. Previous experimental work exploring colloid-polymer mixtures has been based on systems in an organic solvent, which are incompatible with these cells. We outline the development of a new water based system which can be combined with these devices and the technique of Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy to study confined colloid-polymer mixtures in real space. One effect of the ultra-low interfacial tension in a colloid-polymer system is that thermal fluctuations of the interface are on the order of microns, and may be observed by optical microscopy. We explain the analysis of these waves, from which we are able to obtain information about the interfacial properties of the system.

The significance of the sedimentation-diffusion gradient within a colloidal system is controlled by the ratio of the height of the suspension to the gravitational length of the colloids. In chapter 3 we studied the interfaces of phase separated colloid-polymer mixtures of identical composition, but varying suspension height. By increasing the suspension height, we increase the importance of the gravitational field, and show that the colloids (and consequently the
polymers) rearrange into an inhomogeneous sedimentation profile, systematically roughening the gas-liquid interface as if it were approaching the critical point. We illustrate how by manipulating the suspension height, we are able to control the distance of the interface from criticality.

In chapter 4 we investigate how such a sedimentation-diffusion gradient is established. The timescale of this process is considerably slower than that of fluid-fluid demixing. As the density profiles of the colloids and polymers rearrange, we observe the system pass through a series of local mechanical equilibria on the way to establishing the full sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium. We show that the beyond a certain height the system locally passes through the gas-liquid critical point, offering a new approach to the study critical phenomena.

In the remaining chapters we investigate the demixing of our colloid-polymer system. In chapter 5 we show that by tuning the properties of the solvent, we are able to access the various regimes of spinodal decomposition. By increasing the solvent viscosity we are able to slow down the demixing process, and observe the diffusive-hydrodynamic regime, which passes in a matter of seconds in the original system. When the densities of the colloids and solvent are closely matched, domains coarsen to large length scales before the onset of the gravity driven regime.

In chapter 6 we study the phase separation of our system in the vicinity of a wetting surface. The decelerated demixing process allows us to study the interplay between phase separation and wetting phenomena in detail. We investigate samples separating via the spinodal decomposition and nucleation and growth mechanisms, and demonstrate that the presence of this surface breaks the symmetry of the phase separation morphology in the direction perpendicular to the wall. We analyse the thickening of the wetting layer, and find that hydrodynamic transport processes can significantly enhance growth.

In chapter 7 we study samples of varying composition confined between two parallel plates. We find that domains in the centre of the plates coarsen in a similar manner to the bulk, until they reach a size such that further growth is limited by the surfaces. This restriction transforms the dimensionality of the phase separation from 3 to 2 dimensions. Further development is dependent on the interaction of domains with the wetting layers. Depending on the phase composition of the system, hydrodynamic processes may play an
important role in both the growth of the wetting layers, and the coarsening morphology of the system.
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